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TO: Tribal/State Proram Managers

FRZ4: Havin Gover, Ce
Nez Perce NWPA

RE: Status of Nez Perce C & C Negotiations

DATE: August 10, 1987

Attached for your information are two doonents relating to the Nez Perce

Tribe's C & C negotiations with DOE. The first is an agreent on negotiating

procedures executed on August 6, 1987, by the Chairmen of the respective

negotiatirq teams. The second is a report on the caxtc of our first formal

negctiating session with DOE on August 5-6, 1987, shcwing our proposals, DOE's

responses, ard arry provisions agreed upon.

Overall, I believe significant progress was made in the first session. DOE's

corcerns with our proposals generally were principled and reasonable, if not

always meritorious. we were able to negotiate several provisions guaranteeing

tribal rights well beyond those acknowledged in previous DOE policy

promyxzrxcents. We are cautiously optimistic that most if not all remainirg

issues can be resolved at our next negotiating session on September 9-10.

Notwithstarndi the foregoing, we should not make too much of the progress.

TMe Tribe's proposals were relatively modest, designed primarily to eliminate

delay in the award of grants and undue interference in their administration. DE

long ago oonceded the desirability of these goals, and could not oppose

responsibly reasonable proposals direted at their attainnt. Moreover, the most

difficult issues remain unresolved.

Your views on these items are welcam and appreciated.
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This Consultation and Cooperation Agreement (hereinafter, "Agreementi) is

made and entered into this __ day of _ _ , 1987, by and between the Nez

Perce Tribe, a federally-recgnized Irdian tribe (hereinafter, "the Tribe"), and

the United States of Auerica, by and throu the U.S. Department of Energy

(hereinafter, "OE"), under the authority of Sectiorn 117(c) of the Nuclear Waste

Policy Act of 1982 (hereinafter, "the NWPA" or "the Act"):

ArICM I. S lEy OF UPJ24C=S

The parties agree that the following principles shall govern the provision of

financial assistance to the Tribe fran the Nuclear Waste Fund.

NEZ PERE PROPML

A. The NWPA establishes a relationship between DOE and affected tribes and

states which is unlike the relatiornsip between DOE and any other persons or

entities to IDhn DDE provides financial assistance. The rules, regulations and
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instruents employed in providin financial asistance to the Tribe mist reflect

this unique relationship.

DOE POPOSAL

A. The NNPA establishes a re tiip betn E and affected tribes and

states whi is unlike the relatirsip beten DOE and any other persns or

entities to TA=~ DOE provies financial assistarxc. Me Iraui1gticn and

I t of the riles, and instnts eaplcyed in prvivS

finarcial assistarxx to the Tribe nmst reflect this uq relati ip.

ST=s: aNEEErC DCE: PROPOSAL

NE2 CE PROAL

B. DOE acts as a fidiciary in adminis the Nclear Waste FId. Mie

Tribe has a similar pcisibi ty in: (1) arrying at activities with public

res1xC2 , aid (2) develcpiiq an oversight -bility that wif enable it to

identify aid assist in the ieolutim of potential ixacts cn the public health

aid safety, the ecxnic aid social well-beirxg of the public, aid the ewniz et,

that nay result frmn the develcpnt r coeration of a repsitcry for the disppoal

of high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel.

SIU: BGItZ CN NEZ PE PROAL

NEZ PE} POOAL

C. !,e Tribe acts urxer a pblic trust equivalent to that of DOE in mwtirg

the cbjectives ad marndates of the NWPA.

STE: EMr (N NEZ E: PRPSAL
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NEZ E PRPEAL

D. Without assistance from the Nuclear Waste Fund, the Tribe cannot parti-

cipate effectively in the NWPA process. Any effort to limit, withhold or seek

repayment of funds may chill expressions of concern by the Tribe and negatively

affect the Tribe's efforts to protect the public health and safety, the social and

economic well-being of the public, and the environment.

DOE PROPAL

D. Without assistance from the Nuclear Waste Fund, the Tribe cannot parti-

cipate effectively in the NWPA process. Every effort will be made, consistent

with the NWPA and the Tribe's responsibilities thereunder, to support the Tribe's

efforts to protect the public health and safety, the social and enomic well-

being of the public, and the envirormient.

SECOND NEZ PE RAL

D. Withut assistamno from the Nuclear Waste FuRnd, the Tribe cannot

rticia effectively in the NIIPA process. Infl ble and restrictive

applications of rules and regulations govsieixq financial assistazc to the Tribe

may chill expesMsiors of carr-ne by the Tribe and thereby diminish the scope and

quality of Tribal partpaticn. Every effort will be made, therefore, consistent

with the NWPA and the Tribe's responsibilities tbereunier, to supprt the Tribe's

efforts to protect the public health arI safety, the social and exixxnic well-

being of the public, and the eevircnment.

STATUS: AGPEKa~ENr CN SECCND NEZ PEICE PROPOSAL

NEFZ PE IRMF9L

E. Be= the NWeP established the Tribe in an i Vxe oient oversight

funictim with regard to DOE activities, DOE's involvment in the a Iiztraticn
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and of grants to the Tribe shuld be cdy as nich as is neesazy to

ensure that funds are spent far the pLrpcses for Oich they are askrded.

NI;: AG 1L4T aN NEZ E CL

F. As a result of the special federal-tribal relationship, a number of

federal statutes provide unique opportunities for flexibility in the processes of

awarding and administering financial assistance to the Tribe. These statutes

should be used flexibly and creatively to tailor MEs administration of the

Nuclear Waste Fund to the Tribe's situation.

SECOND N E EPROPAL

F. As a result of the special federal-tribal relationship, a number of

federal statutes provide unique opportunities for flexibility in the processes of

awarding and admrinistering financial assistance to the Tribe. These statutes

should be used as models for the provision of financial assistance to the Tribe

and to tailor DOE's administration of the Nuclear Waste Fund to the Tribe's

situation.

SD=: DOE TO REVIEW AND RIESPD BY 9/9/87

NEZ BRE AFPOAL

G. The timly award of grants to the Tribe i.s essental to its ability to

conduct responsibly and effectively its oversight activities.

SIMMS: GEM CN PENE PROPOAL

NEF PEE PAL
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H. The Tribe has broad discreticr in defing the scxpe arxI extent of its

iixlep~enent oversight, imzitori and evaluation activities, hit that

is stbject to the ed to prtt the physical integrity of the anuiidate site and

tbe a lbity of mies fron the Nuclear Waste Fhri.

Sn=: R CH NEZ R FPROOAL

NEZ PR PROAL

I. The Tribe starxis as a separate natiux within the federal system,

enjoyir an crxgoir treaty relaticnship with the United States, ard is not a sub-

unit of the federal gcrnmt.

: rAE NE2 PE P

J. 7he Tribe ard D D recognize the need far program cmntit ity, ard grants

to the Tribe must be wnintaire at a level -- misurate with its aesight,

Mc aitarir and evaluaticn activities, and the status and pace of DOE's activities

SU=ats: AG1rE r CK NEBZ I OPAL

AMCIE II. PUZISES AND SCOPE

MMEZ PE PRPAL

A. I es. he purposes of this Agreezrmnt are:

(1) To guarantee reularity, predictability and fainess in the provi-

sion and administration of financial assistance to the Tribe from

DfE;
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(2) To define the duties of the parties in connection with the pro-

vision of financial assistance to the Tribe by DOE; and

(3) To adjust DOE rules, regulations, procedures and guidelines on the

provision of financial assistance to reflect the unique circum-

stances of the Tribe, its special relationship with the United

States, and its independent oversight role in the NWPA process.

DOE PROPOAL

A. . The puzrposes of this Agreement are:

(1) To guarantee regularity, predictability and fairness in the pro-

vision and administration of financial assistance to the Tribe flua

DOE;

(2) To define the duties of the parties in connection with the pro-

vision of financial assistance to the Tribe by DOE; and

(3) To ensure interpretations of DOE rules, regulations, procedures and

guidelines on the provision of financial assistance to reflect the

unique circumstances of the Tribe, its special relationship with

the United States, and its independent oversight role in the NWPA

process.

SEMND NEZ E POEPOSAL

A. . Me puxrposes of this Agreemnt are:

(1) To guarantee regularity, preiic ility and faidezrss in the pro-

vision ard aministatksn of financi assiste to the Tribe from

DCE;

(2) Tb defie the duties of the parties in ccrrction with the pro-

vision of financial assistanc to the Tribe by DOE; and
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(3) TD tailor rE rules, l tias, procedures and guidelines ui the

provision of financial assistaxoe anxd the ap1limtiai teeof to

reflect the urique cinics of the Tribe, its special

relaticnship with the United States, aid its ,rx2rxknt oversight

role in the NWPA proces.

SIS: AEEN4EEE aN SECCND N}Z PM~L

NEZ E PROPAL

B. T. This Agreement shall govern the provision of financial assis-

tance frca the Nuclear Waste Fund to the Tribe by DWE. This Agremnt is to be

read in conjurction with DOE rules, regulations, procedures and guidelines gen-

erally applicable to the provision of financial assistance. To the extent the

provisions of this Agreement conflict with such rules, regulations, procedures and

guidelines, the provisions of this Agreenent shall control.

DOE FPOPSAL

B. S . This Agreement shall govern the provision of financial assis-

tance from the Nuclear Waste Fund to the Tribe by DOE. This Agpeent is to be

read in conjunction and consistent with DOE rules, regulations, procedures and

guidelines generally applicable to the provision of financial assistance. To the

extent the provisions of this Agreement provide a more detailed interpretation of

such rules, regulations, procedures ard guidelines, the provisions of this

Agreemtent shall govern.

sSsI : B PAIES i RE5 AND IMMM BY 9/9/87

AIR 11E III. Authxrity for A cnir3t: Parties

NEZ 1E OL
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A. A ity. Mis Agree t is mae- ard entered into urxk the authority

of Sectic 1:L7 of the NCPA, and is inter to be bindiry ard enfceable in

axzdar- tberith. Lthe athority of DME to bird the United States is Secticn

117 of the NM The authority of the Tribe to bird itself is its inherent

sovereign powr to ccxt relations with the United States.

B. Parties.

1. United States Department of Ener. Le United States is entd by

the Director of the office of Geologic Repositories of the Office of Civilian

Radioactive Waste n. qMe Director of CGR acts an behalf of the Secretary

of Enrgy in executing this Agreement. he Directar of OGR, in executin this

Areemnt, bhn the United States, the IDartnt of Br, and all officers,

!plcyees, offices, agernies, other entities thereof, and their s as to

the matters axred by this Ahre;nt.

2. Nez Perm Tribe. The Tribe is rgireented by the CQ ain of the Nez

Per Tribeal Exeutive Cnittee, the gmvniin body of the Tribe. Tihe Caian,

in this Agreeent, acts with authority granted expressly by HP=, and

birxis the Tribe, the NPTE, and all officials, amc~ies aid other entities

thereof.

S5MS: A Nr CN NEZ PEIC PROPAL

AMr IV. Miclear Waste Fu-d

N PERM P OAL

The Nuclear Waste Fud established by the NWPA is crupoed of paynts

by the gm rators and oners of high-level radioactive waste and spent iuxlear

fuel. he FUnd was ab to ensre that the c5ts of carryin cut activi-
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ties zlatig to the dispcsal of sudi waste ard spent fuel will be borne by the

pes r ble for genrating such waste and spent fuel.

SnU: AMEEME CiN NEZ PER PROFAL

NEZ PRE P0RAL

AICICE V. Furdable Activities Durim characterizaticn

WIP currently is daa r the Hanford Site pursuant to Secticn 113 of

the NMPA Ie Tribal activities that shall be funded urrier Section 18(b) of the

NWPA dzrirg the cpiaractiatc ase irclue, but are rit limited to:

(1) ReviPs of policy aid teSnical reports, studies, analyses, cputer

models, plans, surveys, audits and other duts generated by arg

entity involved in the xcutic, enfornt, Iew, oversight,

inw1lnxtatin xor reulaticn of Nam-related activities;

(2) Activities directed at discovering ary potential impacts of the location

of a repository at Hanford ax the pulic health and safety, the social

and exxxic = ell-bein of the public, the enviramment, and natural

rescure in the possessory and usage rights area of the Tribe;

(3) Preparation of a report to the Secretary of the iipacts discovered unler

paragrapi (2); preparaticr of a request far technical and financial

assistar e designed to avoid, minimize, mitigate or provide coensation

for adverse impacts discxvered under paragraph (2); aid prxraticn for

regtiaticzs under Secticn 118(b) (3) (B) to determine the nature and

amrumt of such te±nical ard financ ial assistance;

(4) Ionitoring, inspecticr aid assessment of cn-site activities relatei to

the disposal of waste in an NWPA facility, of the site, of envirwrcntal

nrnitorirx, of envixrzmntal and altzral ir ti gathering, of the
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effects of doaracterizaticm activities, aixd of scientific anxd tenical

tests and data anllecticn;

(5) e nt testing, data ccalectiac axd studies, both an-site and off-

site, relating to the sitability of the Hanford Site far a reository

and the potential impacts asscxiated with a repository, incirlg im-

pacts associated with tanrtaticr of waste to a!d fr:CL such a

reositaiy;

(6) nxiucting a pblic infarati rogram to provide inf atiWPA

activities to Tribal cr-stitnts, includirg the develcpzet and

disseinaticr of infrati, intenanc aid ceraticn of public

informticri officr, and public meetings aid hearirxs;

(7) rditir q activities and sharirg infwati with officials,

agencies,ard entities of the United States, the several States, Ixian

tribes (wether or ~nct sudx tribes are dee "affected Irdian tribes"

wx~er the WA), local I&-xI , intergmnmntal entities aix all

other entities having an interest in the coxxxt of the NWE program;

(8) Activities intende to lead to a an sultatic aid axpetaticn agre t

with DME;

(9) Activities ahtyr t or cnduted pxrsuant to a cansultation aix

coxeraticn agrement with DOE;

(10) Cammnting upon and ccrnrerns and abjecticzs in cxnnecticn

with DOE activities, bath at lanford aid natiarally, '1 ile

diaracterizaticn is urnder way at any of the three sites rw underging

dcaracterizatim; anxd

(11) Activities directed at prearirx for partic ati as a party or as an

dcerver in proceedings of the (nnliscn an any apnlicatic for a
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ccrstructicn c or cerating license for a facility in widi

high-levl radioactive waste or sent fuel is to be handled, packaged,

reprc dstred or disposed of.

SmI : A 3EEMENRD W E2 PROPMAL

NE2 PE PRDECSAL

AR[¶IE VI. Awlicaticn of 10 C.F.R. Part 600

The parties acknowledge that 10 C.F.R. Part 600 provides a reasonable set of

rules for the award, use and administration of grant furds, and the Tribe agrees

to the application of 10 C.F.R. Part 600 to financial assistance received by the

Tribe fram DOE. The parties further acknowledge that the assistance to be

received is grant assistance, and that no federal agency collaboration,

participation or intervention in the activities of the Tribe pursuant to the grant

is to occur, except as requested by the Tribe.

DOE 1:)P(L

AIMlCIE VI. Aivlication of 10 C.F.R. Part 600

The parties acknowledge that 10 C.F.R. Part 600 provides a reasonable set of

rules for the award, use and administration of grant funds, and the Tribe agrees

to the application of 10 C.F.R. Part 600 to financial assistance received by the

Tribe from DOE. The parties further acknowledge that the assistance to be re-

ceived is grant assistance, and that no federal agency collaboration, partici-

pation or intervention in the activities of the Tribe during its activities pur-

suant to the grant is to occur, except as requested by the Tribe or as it required

to fulfill federal responsibilities under applicable laws and regulations.

ND ERE PROPOAL

AREEtE VI. Arlicatia of 10 C.F.R. Part 600

11



The parties ackrowlede that 10 C.F.R. Part 600 provides a resable set of

rules for the award, use ad inistati of grant furds, anxd the Tribe agrees

to the agliti of 10 C.F.R. Part 600 to financial assistaxxe received by the

Tribe fram DE. ¶[e parties further acknledge that the assizt to be re-

ceived is grant asistance, and that no federal ageny callabotian, partici-

pation or intervention in the activities of the Tribe during Its activities pur-

suant to the grant is to ocur, em It to the mini== extent neary to ermure

that funds are speit for the pirposes far which, they are awarded, cr as requested

by the Tribe.

SUM: AMEM= au SEN NEZ I APERC RPA

NVE PE EKPC

A. Special Pestrictive conditions Disfavored. Ohe parties ackncwlede that

urzxer 10 C.F.R. § 600.105, DE may aply award Celxitic;n ui grants to the Tribe

that are more restaCtive than those generally apeikae. The parties actmw-

ledge further that soxh cid3itiCrS may be i'osed cxly in Ha with § 600.

105. The parties agree that, if DE has applied such a axditim to the Tribe's

grant, the casts of the nressary calmctive actlOW identified by DE uer §

600.105(b), shall be paid for ct of the Nucear Waste Fund.

S7=: AGrEUMU Ca NEZ PERE P AL

NEZ PCE SPROPAL

B. ontirnatin Awards. The Tribe may request frcm DOE that any specific

project of the Tribe be funded on a mu1ti-year basis. The parties agree that cer-

tain of the Tribe's activities are of the type that "require an extended fundin

nitnent by DOE ard for which an annual continuation review is inappropriate."

12



ME agrees, therefore, that a single budget period exceeding twelve (12) mcnths

may be proposed by the Tribe and will be approved if all other grant application

requirements are met.

Should the Hanford Site be eliminated frcm consideration urder Section

118(b) (5) of the NWPA durirg a period covered by a budget period exceedin twelve

mnths, the parties shall cutne negotiations within forty-five (45) days on

revisions to the Tribe's grant to cmply with Section 118 (b) (5).

DOE FROPCOAL

B. Qrrtinuaticn Awards. The Tribe may request fran MOE that any specific

project of the Tribe be approved on a multi-year basis with annual furding

provided.

STATM: BMH PARrIES TAO REIW AND R}SXIM BY 9/9/87

NE2 ME Id.

C. No Shat i h. e parties agree that the Nuclear Waste Policy Act

reqis that all costs to the Tribe arisiig frrn its activities urrdeta in

connection with matters relating to the disposal of high-level nuclear waste shall

be paid from the Nuclear Waste Fund. The Tribe, therefore, shall not be required

to bear any of the cost of such activities.

DOE PREPSAL

C. No Cost Shar4. M[he parties agree that the Nuclear Waste Policy Act

requires that all all*cable costs to the Tribe arising fram its activities

urdertaken in cxmticn with matters relating to the disposal of high-level

iclear waste shall be paid frau the Nulear Waste id. r[he Tribe, therefore,

Shall ryAt be required to bear any of the allewable osts of sucb activities.

SIRTUS: AGEE N DOE PRPOAL

13



NMF PER = DEL

D. ULitligated Balanc. me parties agree that DOE may authorize all or

part of arny mcbligated balarce remainir at the erd of a budget period for

expenditure by the Tribe in the subsequent budget period. Where an nobligatei

balance remains and work is not yet ccmplete on the project, DOE shall approve the

use of such uncbligated balance freely. Such uobligated balances shall not be

offset in the subsequent budget period against the new DOE fuxiing provided for

the stbsqent budget period.

DOE PAFPMAL

D. Undbligated Balanc. The parties agree that DOE may authorize all or

part of any unobligated balance rainiMrq at the end of a budget period for

expenditure by the Tribe in the ssequent budget period. Where an unobligated

balance remains and work is not yet complete on the project, DOE shall approve the

use of such uncbligated balance to complete the project work. Such unobligated

balances shall not be offset in the subsequent budget period against the new DOE

funing provided for other program activities in the subsequent budget period.

STATIS: NEZ P E TO REVIEW AND RESPCND BY 9/9/87

NEFZ A: FPROPOL

E. Financial I t Systems. DOE ae to provide grant Bxy FG

the Nuclear Waste Furil to the Tribe far the Herpcse of reviewing tribal financrs

Mnaqmnt syste for their cuipliance with applicable Gelaticns, inxxling,

without limitaticn, the catpliance of tribal financial managynt systems with aB

Ciruilar A-87 and attadmmts, and CMB Circalar A-102 ard attadts.

STATUS: A=EEMENr W NEZ PE PF AL
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NEZ PEK E

F. i She parties agree that advance payments shall be r to the

Tribe thrazth a letter of credit. The ribe agrees to caply with Treasury

Circular 1075 Aliaes and i nst :ic fraF the administr payment office in

makirx t ls under the letter of credit and in repcxting ai cash

disbixrs~nts arx balarwes.

SI;: AGREEN N NE3 CE ZPSAL

NIEZ ERFEPROPSAL

G. Beet Pjan] poect Revisicrs. The parties anticipate that, as the pro-

gram progresses, projects, schedules, and deadlines will charge regy-larly. More-

over, the parties agree that new issues requiring technical analyses by the Tribe

will arise freqently during the course of the program. The parties acknowledge,

therefore,. that budget and protect revisions will be necessary fran time to tioe.

DOE agrees that where the Tribe requests a budget charge or a project change

durirg the course of any budget period, DOE will process such revision within

sixty (60) days. If DOE is unable to approve such revisions, it shall provide the

Tribe with a detailed and final statement of reasons why the revisions cannot be

approved, and provide arny arxn all assistance needed by the Tribe to make any

rncessary corrections to the proped revisions within thirty (30) days. Shculd

DOE fail to approve or disapprove a proposed revision within sixty (60) days, the

revision shall be deemed approved and the Tribe may proceed as if DOE had approved

the revision. Costs ifcrred while ernagirg in activities within the scope of the

requested revision shall be deemed allowable for ary and all purposes.
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DOE further agrees that when a budget or project revision on grant asistance

provided under the NWPA is submitted, such revisions shall receive the iimieiate

attention of the Contract Officer before any other matters perding before the

Contract Officer.

DOE PROPOSAL

G. Bxkget and Project Revisions. mTe parties anticipate that, as the pro-

gram progresses, projects, schedules, and deadlines will change regularly. More-

over, the parties agree that new issues requiring technical analyses by the Tribe

will arise frequently during the course of the program. The parties acknowledge,

therefore, that budget and project revisions will be necoessry from time to time.

ME agrees that where the Tribe requests a budget change or a project change

during the course of any budget period, ME will process such revision within

sixty (60) days. If WE is unable to approve such revisions, it shall provide the

Tribe with a detailed and final statement of reasons why the revisions cannot be

approved, and provide any and all assistance needed by the Tribea to make any

necessary corrections to the proposed revisions within thirty (30) days subsequ2ent

to the communication of the final statement of reasons. Should WE fail to ap-

prove or disapprove a proposed revision within sixty (60) days, a meeting shall be

held within five (5) working days to resolve the issue.

The Contract officer will acknowledge in writixg receipt of any budget or

project revision fram the Tribe within five (5) working days of receipt.

STATUS: BE]r PARMIES TO REVIEW AND REE(1D BY 9/9/87

NE PE PROPOSAL

H. lerformarnc Puharts.
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The Tribe ags to subit qarterly perfoaxnce reports uder

600.115(c)(1). Ihe parties that the Tribe wM not be reqnxed to sulmt

ary other reports, incluAdi the Maa it Sunary port referred to

in § 600.115(f).

IsM : AorM C NEZ PREROPOAL

NEZ P : PROEAL

I. Financial The parties agree that the Tribe will provide the

information required to be contained in a financial report under § 600.116 in

machine usable format or coAuster printout instead of on the prescribed report

forms. The Tribe shall not be reuired to use these forms to obtain financial

information from a sub-grantee.

DOE FRO

I. Financial R ,orts. The parties agree that the Tribe will provide the

information required to be cantaine in a financial report nx3er § 600.116 in a

mutually acceptable machine usable format or caputer printout instead of can the

prescribed report forms. Tbe Tribe s-hall not be required to use these forms to

cttain financial infrticn fan a sub-grantee.

SoUt: A r ON ME PIRSAL

NEZ C PROAL

J. Procureent. Under Grants an T. e Tribe will submit to the

Departrent of Interior a newly created procursent system. The purpose of the

submission to the Department of Interior is to have the procrent system

certified as being in compliance with CMB Circular A-102. Should the Deparent

of Interior so certify, DOE shall rely on such certification for a period of 24

17



mnths, and shall not interfere in the Tribe's procurent of goods and services,

so lorg as such procurenmet is acooplished in accordance with such tribal

proan-rmnt sytem.

S5I : DCIE TO REVIEW AND RE;WD BY 9/9/87

ARICE VII. GRAT REVW SchEul

The parties agree to be bound by the followirg schedule in the suHnission,

review, and approval of applications by the Tribe for grant financial assistance

from the Nuclear Waste Fund.

A. Sutuissian of Grant A Thlicatici. The Tribe shall submit its application

for financial assistance on or before August 31st of any given year for the

financial assistance needed for the following calendar year. BWIP shall, within

five (5) days of receipt of the grant application, acknowledge in writing the

receipt of the application and set a schedule therein for the review of that

application. Such schedule shall not exceed a period of ninety (90) days.

SZIdt: BOMI PAR=TES TD REVIEW AND RESPCND BY 9/9/87

NEZ IR POOSAL

B. EHIP Review. BWIP shall analyze the grant application and prepare and

transmit written recomtendations to headquarters within thirty (30) days of re-

ceipt of the grant application. Said analyses and recommendations shall be final,

and BWIP shall not at a later date raise any objections or concerns that are not

raised in the initial analyses and recommeaiations. BWIP shall send to the Tribe

a copy of the analyses and recommendations sent to headquarters simultaneously

with the transmission of said analyses and recammendations to headquarters.
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ME FROMAL

B. UIP eview. BWIP shall analyze the grant application and prepare ard

transmit written recomm ations to headboart within thirty (30) days of

receipt of the grant application. Said analyses and reccamendations shall be

transmitted to headauart and BWIP shall make every attempt nvt to raise at a

later date any objections or concerns that are not raised in the initial analyses

ard reccmmlndations. BWIP shall meet with the Tribe to discuss the analyses and

rectmwrIations concernizg the grant prior to sendirn them to headquarters.

SI7 : NEZ PER= m EVIEW AND IUMKIM BY 9/9/87

NEM PERCen

C. ean a Review. DOE headquarters shall review the analyses and

reccmierdations of BWIP within fourteen (14) days of the date on which BWIP

transmits the analyses and reNtmeniations to head-quarters. Any concrns or

objections. headquar may have to the grant application or to the analyses ard

recamwndations of BWIP shall be communicated in writing to BWIP and to the Tribe

within the same fourteen (14) day period. Any objections or concerns identified

by headquarters shall constitute the final list of such objections and concerns,

and no further objections or concerns may be raised at a later date.

DOE PROPCSAL

C. Heakduarters Review. DOE headquarters shall review the analyses and

reoimmdations of BWIP within fourteen (14) days of the date on which BWIP trans-

mits the analyses and recommendations to headquarters. Any concerns or objections

headquarters may have to the grant application or to the analyses and recommenda-

tions of BWIP shall be communicated in writing to WIP within the same fourteen

(14) day period. eadquarters shall make every attempt not to raise at a later
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date any cbjections or concerns that are not raised in the analyses and reccm-

mendations cmmmicated to BWIP.

SIAt: NEZ Ivy M MIEN AMD BESrD BY 9/9/87

MM2 PERC HROAL

D. Joint Tribalim /Hl /art Review. In the event any concerns or

objections remain cutstardiin after review by headquart of the Tribe's grant

application, representatives of the Tribe, EWIP, and headquarters shall meet

within seven (7) days of the expiration of the forteen (14) day period described

in Section C to resolve any remainiM concerns. Said meetirq shall be conducted

at the offices of the Nez Perce Nuclear Waste Policy Act Program. The parties

agree that DOE and the Tribe will give their best efforts to resolvin all out-

standirn concrns or cbjections at said meeting. Based upon the wt-caue of that

meeting, WIP shall prepare the necessary documents to finalize the financial

assistance award, and the proposed award documents shall be transmitted to

headquarters within five (5) days of the meetirg between the Tribe, NWIP, and

headquarters. Headquarters shall review and concur in the award doclments within

seven (7) days of their transmission by BWIP.

DOE PROPREAL

D. Joint ±i'l/E Review. In the event any concerns or

objections remain cutstanding after review by headquarters of the Tribe's grant

application, representatives of the Tribe, BWIP, and headquarters shall meet

within seven (7) days of the expiration of the fourteen (14) day period described

in Section C to resolve any remaining concerns. Said meeting shall be coxhucted

at the offices of the Nez Perce Nuclear Waste Policy Act Prtxpram. The parties

agree that DOE and the Tribe will give their best efforts to resolving all cut-
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standing concerns or objections at said meeting. Based upon the outcome of that

mraeting, qWIP shall prepare the necessary documents to finalize the finanial

assistance award, and the proposed award documents shall be transmitted to

headquarers within seven (7) days of the mietirn between the Tribe, cIP, and

headquarters. Headquarters shall review and concur in the award documnts within

seven (7) days of their transmission by anIP.

Sot: NEZ mERC 1 REVIEW AND REMI BY 9/9/87

NEZ MRE PRDPOL

E. Notice of Financial Assistance Awards. Within seven (7) days of the

receipt of final concurrence from headquarters on the financial assistance award

documents, BWIP shall issue to the Tribe a Notice of Financial Assistance Award

embodying the scope of activities agreed upon at the meetin of the Tribe, YIP,

and headquarters described in Section D.

SM t: NEZ PC ¶O REVIEW AND IMPUM BY 9/9/87

NEZ PCEAL

F. Follw-um Schedule. SGhould any disagreement remain between the Tribe

and MOE concerning the financial assistance award made under Section E, BWIP shall

met with the Tribe at the offices of the Nez Perce Nuclear Waste Policy Act

Program within seven (7) days to discuss and resolve any issues remaining. In the

event agreement is not reached on such issues at said neeting, the Tribe shall

have the option of continuirg informal discussions with BWIP, or prsuing any

administrative or judicial rmedies it may have. For purposes of pursuing further

administrative or judicial remadies, the Notice of Financial Assistance Award
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referred to in Section E shall be demd final agency action, notwithstardirg any

informal discussions that may be continuing.

If informal discusions between the Tribe ard BKIP fail to prY±ue agrment,

the Tribe also shall have the option of addressing the matter to the Director of

the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management. Said Director shall issue a

decision on the matter within seven (7) days of receipt of notice from the Tribe

of its desire that he intervene in the matter.

Should the Tribe and BWIP agree to a resolution of issues remaining after the

notice of the Financial Assistance Award has been approved, BWIP shall prepare new

award documents reflecting the agreement within five (5) days and transmit same to

headquarters and to the Tribe. HEadcaers shall review and approve or

disapprove said documents within seven days of their receipt from BWIP.

ME PRDPOSAL

F. Flloc-p Sile. Should any disagreement remain between the Tribe

and DOE concerning the financial assistance award made under Section E, 3WIP shall

meet with the Tribe at the offices of the Nez Perce Nuclear Waste Policy Act Pro-

gram within seven (7) days to discuss ard attespt to resolve any issues remaining.

In the event agreemngt is not reached on suc issues at said meetirg, the Tribe

shall have the option of continuimg informal discussions with BWIP, or pursuing

any administrative or judicial remedies it may have. For purposes of pursuing

further administrative or judicial remedies, the Notice of Financial Assistance

Award referred to in Section E shall be deemed final agency action,

notwithstanding any informal discussions that may be continuing.

If informal discussions between the Tribe and BWIP fail to produce agreement,

the Tribe also shall have the option of addressing the matter to the Director of

the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management. Said Director shall issue a
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decision on the matter within forteen (14) days of receipt of notice from the

Tribe of its desire that he intervene in the matter.

Should the Tribe aid 3WIP agree to a resolution of issues remanirn after the

notice of the Financial Assistance Award has been approved, BWIP shall prepare new

award documents reflecting the agreement within seven (7) days and transmit same

to headqua and to the Tribe. Headquar shall review ard approve or dis-

approve said documents within seven (7) days of their receipt from BWIP.

SIZ: NEZ PERE TO RIEW AND IZ1SD BY 9/9/87

NEF PEE C6

G. Effect of Failure to Meet Deaduines. Should the Tribe fail to meet the

deadline for subeission of its grant application, DOE may extend the schedule de-

tailed in this Article by an amount of tiiiP equal to the amount of time by which

the application was late. Should DOE fail to meet any deadline under this Article,

the at .mt of time by which the schedule was exceeded shall be deducted from the

amount of time available for the next step in the process. Should DOE fail to

ccmplete its review and issue a Notice of Financial Assistance Award within ninety

(90) days of receipt of the Tribe's grant application, the application shall be

deemed approved, and the Tribe may undertake any and all activities described in

the application. No agency, office, bureau, department, or other entity of the

United States may penalize, sanction, or otherwise commence any adverse action

against the Tribe for the reason that said activities are beyond the scope of the

grant. Nothing in this provision shall relieve the Tribe of its obligation to

spend grant funds in accordance with applicable federal regulations.

H. Effect of Failure to Cbject. DOE acknowledges that it has, in its past

relations with the Tribe, continually raised new concerns and objections to tribal
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grant applications even after initial reviews have been ccupleted. The parties

agree that this practice has delayed Tribal 1plementation of programs ultimately

found to be within the scope of grant assistance provided to the Tribe. In order

to prevent this practice from recurring, DOE agrees that, the written analyses and

recx=nerKxat1ons prepared by BWIP under Section B of this Article shall constitute

a final list of concerns and objections, and no further concerns or objections may

be raised later in the process. In like fashion, the review of BWIP's analyses

and recommendations by headquarters under Section C of this Article shall be final

and headquarters shall raise no other objections or concerns in connection with

the Tribe's grant assistance application.

DOE PROP L

G. Timel Pesixose

It is iq~erative that in order for the Tribe to meet its statutory responsi-

bilities under the NWPA that adequate and timely financial assistance by the DOE

be provided. Time is of the essence in such matters. The DOE will provide such

timely financial assistance through diligent adherence to the procedures set forth

in this Agreement. Failure to pursue such diligent adherence will adversely

affect the Tribe's ability to fulfill its irxnependent monitoring responsibilities

under the NWPA and result in lost credit ability to the DOE. A delay in the

overall scheduled of more than 20 days past the original 90 days will be

considered by both parties "serious breach of good faith" and will require a

letter of explanation, signed by the Director, OC[W, and co-signed by the

Manager, RL. This letter, to be accmpanied by a corrective action plan, will be

sent to the Tribal Chairman no later than ten (10) days following such breach.

SIRIUS: BCMH PARI=S TO REVDU AND IRESPCND BY 9/9/87
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MM1 AGREEYE=r, made and entered into this 6th day of August, 1987, between

the Nez Perce Tribe (hereinafter "the Tribe"), by and through the Chaixman of the

Nuclear Waste Subcc mittee (hereinafter "the Subcoamittee") of the Nez Perce

Tribal Executive Ccmmittee (hereinafter "the NPTEC"), and the United States

Department of Energy (hereinafter "DOE"), by and through the Assistant Manager for

Ccmmercial Nuclear Waste, DOE Richland Operations Office (hereinafter "the

Assistant Manager").

1. Background: P1rposes. The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (hereinafter

"the NWPA" or "the Act") directs the Secretary of Energy (hereinafter "the

Secretary") to seek to enter into agreements with, inter alia, Indian tribes that

have been designated by the Secretary of the Interior as "affected Indian tribes,"

to govern the process of consultation and cooperation between the parties during

the conduct of DOE activities under the NWPA. The Tribe is an "affected Indian

tribe" and has accepted the Secretary's invitation to begin negotiations on such a

Consultation and Cooperation Agreement. The parties agree that procedures for the

conduct of negotiations are necessary and desirable to expedite the progress of

negotiations and to provide a clear record of events. To meet these goals, the

parties agree to be bound by the procedures detailed in this agreement.

The parties recognize that no set of procedures can anticipate all

ciramnstances that will arise during the course of negotiations, and this

1
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agreement should be consteued liberally to avoid devotion to procedure over

substane ard to achieve its purposes. Nevertheless, the failure of either party

to abide by the letter and spirit of this agreement shall constitute good cause

for the termination of negotiations.

2. Good Faith. The parties enter negotiations with the expectation of

reaching a mutually satisfactory Consultation and Cooperation Agreement. As a

showing of their good faith, the parties agree that negotiations will be

terminated only for good cause. Good cause shall include, by way of explanation

but not of limitation: material changes to the NWPA that alter the relationship

between the Tribe and DOE; withdrawal of the Hanford Site from further

consideration as a candidate site for a nuclear waste facility; failure to

progress toward resolution of differences concernin the contents of a

Consultation and Cooperation Agreement; bad faith on the part of either party; and

the failure of either party to abide by the letter and spirit of the procedures

detailed in this agreement.

3. Modifications. This agreement may be modified by the parties by a

writing duly executed by the Chairman of the Subccmmittee and the Assistant

Manager.

4. Principles gcverninr Neckiations. The parties acknowledge the

following principles as reflecting their respective and appropriate interests in

the consultation and cooperation process:

A. As acknowledged in the President's Policy Statement of January,

1983, a government-to-government relationship exists between the United States and

the Tribe under which the United States is obliged to protect and enhance the

proprietary and governmental rights of the Tribe;
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B. By virtue of its treaties with the United States, the Tribe has

prior ard paranont reserved rights to certain natural resources, ard the

Departnt is obliged to take all reasonable masures to avoid harm to those

resources;

C. Mhe Tribe has a critical interest in protecting the natural

resources in the Tribe's possessory and usage rights area, and Departmntal

activities should be designed to avoid adverse impacts on those resources;

D. The Tribe has a critical interest in naintainin the environntal

integrity of the Columbia River and its tributaries, arn Departmental activities

should be designd to avoid adverse iTpacts on the River;

E. The provisions of Section 117(c) of the NWPA do not constitute a

limitation on the contents of a Consultation and Cooperation Agreement, and all

issues arising frana the NWPA program are open for discussion;

F. The Tribe's role in the NWPA program is one of independent oversight

directed at protection of Tribal treaty rights, the health and welfare of Tribal

constituents, the social ard econamic well-being of Tribal constituents, ard the

envirormental quality of Tribal interest areas;

G. As a result of the trust relationship existing between the Tribe and

the United States, ambiguities in the Act that cannot be resolved by referring to

other sections of the Act or to the legislative history are to be construed in

favor of the Tribe;

H. The NWPA is the vehicle by which Congress has chosen to resolve the

hazards posed by the existence of high-level radioactive waste, and the activities

of both parties must be guided by the NWPA;
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I. me process of consultation aid cooperation envisioned by Ctress

in Section 117(c) of the NWPA is one of honest, open, and ccurehensive

consultation and cooperation;

J. The consultation and cooperation process should be carried on in an

orderly, predictable, and fair manner, and is assisted by the existence of a

Consultation and Cooperation Agreement between the Tribe and DOE; and

K. Tribal and DOE activities under the NWPA must be conducted with due

regard for the statutory obligation of DOE to develop a permanent repository and

for DOE's role as trustee of the Nuclear Waste Fund.

5. Official Record of Negotiations

A. A Court Reporter certified by the state in which any negotiating

session occurs shall record the proceedings of such negotiating session. Said

Court Reporter shall be required to deliver a transcript of each negotiating

session to a designated member of each negotiating team within seven (7) days of

the date on which the session occurred. After editing by the negotiating teams

for clerical errors, which shall be completed within fourteen (14) days of their

receipt, an original and two (2) copies of the corrected transcript shall be

delivered to each negotiating team. Said tnsript shall beccme the official

record of the negotiating session and may be relied upon in any court, tribunal,

or forum in discerniig the intent of the parties in relation to any provision of

any Consultation and Cooperation Agreement between the parties.

B. By =mtual consent of the parties, and upon the order of the chair,

discussions may be held off the record at any time during a negotiating session.

6. Sites of Negotiating Sessions. The parties shall host negotiating

sessions on an alternating basis. the party hosting a session will name a member

of its negotiating team to chair the session and shall have the right to select
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the site of the session. The parties agree that sites other than the offices or

places of business of mesbers of the negotiating teams will allow the negotiating

teams to devote their full attention to the negotiations. The parties, therefore,

will agree to other mutually convenient sites.

7. Necptiatir Teams. TIhe negotiating team of the Tribe consists of:

Allen V. Pikham, NPTEC Chairman; Del T. Wite, NP=EC Nuclear Waste Subccmtittee

Ciairman; Ronald T. Halftrcon, Program Manager, Nez Perce Nuclear Waste Policy Act

Program ("NP-NWPA"); B. Kevin Gaver, Special Counsel, NP-NWPA; and John Hutchins,

Counoil of Energy Resource Tribes. the negotiating team of DOE consists of: John

Anttonen, Assistant Manager for Commercial Nuclear Waste, MOE Richland Cperations

Office; O. Lee Olson, Acting Director, Basalt Waste Isolation Division; Max

Powell, Institutional Liaison, Basalt Waste Isolation Division; Eugene Pride,

Chief Counsel, MOE Richland Cperations Office; and Barry G. Gale, Chief, Econmic

and Intergoverental Analysis Branch, DOE Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (hereinafter '"OC & ). Each party reserves the right to designate

persons to replace members of its negotiating team. The parties anticipate that

only persons succeeding members of the negotiating teams in their current

capacities within the organizational structure of the parties shall be named to

the respective negotiating tears, provided that, in the event the capacity, title,

or position of any mmnber of either negotiating team should change, that change

does not reguire his or her removal frmm the negotiating team, and his or her

successor in capacity, title, or position does not become a merber of the

negotiating team of the Tribe or DOE absent the affirmative act to that effect of

the NP=EC or the Assistant Manager, respectively.

8. Persons Attinyinxg Nmgtiatinm Sessions. Negotiating sessions shall be

closed to the public. Only members of the negotiating teams may be present
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without the express consent in writirn of each party, p that members of the

NPS, the NP-NWPA Intergoverrmental Coordinator, e meber of the Tribe's

DltidisciplTary Team, the Director of the Portlard Area Office of the Bureau of

Indian Affairs or his designate, ard the Director of the Portland Area Office of

the Irdian Health Service or his designate may attend any neotiating session as

observers; an-d provide further that either party may request of the other in

writing, at least seven (7) days prior to such negotiating session, permission to

allo (an)other person(s) to atterd a negotiating session as (an) cbserver(s) or

participant(s) and such permission shall be given freely.

9. . The presene of three (3) Hembers of each negotiating team

shall constitute a quorum. Negotiating sessions may proceed only when a quorum is

present.

10. Schedle. The parties agree to the desirability of ccupletirg a

Coni1tation and Cooperation Agreement on or before Dcember 31, 1988. *To that

erd, the parties agree to corduct one negotiatirg session every six (6) weeks from

the date of this agrent to Dcember 31, 1988, except that any session may be

cancelled or postpined with the mutual corsent of the parties. Negotiating

sessions shall be scheduled to last two (2) days. on the first day of a

negotiatirg session, the session shall cnere not prior to 1:00 p.m. local tim.

The parties agree to the follcowigr dates for the first six (6)

negotiati sessions:

Afust 5-6, 1987 (to be hosted by DOE)

September 9-10, 1987 (to be hosted by the Tribe)

October 21-22, 1987 (to be hosted by DCE)

December 10-11, 1987 (to be hosted by the Tribe)
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January 20, 22, 1988 (to be hosted by DOE)

March 10-11, 1988 (to be hosted by the Tribe).

11. aerxias for Ntia Sessions. The item for discussion at any

negotiatin session shall be caimmuicated in writing at least two (2) weeks prior

to such session by the host party. Mhe parties anticipate that the items for

discussion at a given session shall be mutually agreed upon at the previous

session. Items not on the agenda may be discussed at a given session only with

the mutual consent of the parties, which consent may be withdrawn by either party

at any time during the session.

12. Bpgppring Proxprals and Cntexrlrcnosals. The parties anticipate that

the Tribe will be responsible for making most formal proposals for provisions to

be included in the Consultation and Cooperation Agreement. Either party, however,

is free to present formal proposals. Any proposal shall be marked clearly to

reflect the identity of the party submitting the proposal, the issue to which the

proposal is directed, and the date upon which the proposal is mailed or delivered

to the other party. Each such proposal or counterproposal shall be made a part of

the record at any negotiating session at which the issue to which the proposal is

directed is discussed. A proposal shall be d amx4 proper and open for discussion

only when made in writing and mailed or delivered to each member of the other

party's negotiatirq team.

The parties should provide proposals and counterproposals at least one

(1) week prior to the negotiating session at which such proposal or

counterproposal is to be discussed.

13. Preliminary Ratification. When the negotiating teams have reached

agreement an a provision, that provision shall be transmitted to the NPIW and the

Director of the DOE Office of Geologic Repositories (hereinafter "COGR") for their
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review and preliminary approval. Mile such review and preliminary approval shall

not constitute the final approval of the parties, or render the provision an

Interim Agreement under Section 15 herein, or otherwise bind the parties to the

provision, the parties agree that such review and preliminary approval indicates a

strong likelihood that the provision ultimately will be approved and included in

the Consultation and Cooperation Agreement between the parties. The NPTEC and the

Director of OGR shall ccmplete their review and render their written preliminary

approval or disapproval within thirty (30) days of the negotiating session at

which the negotiatirg teams reached agrewent on the provision.

14. Deadlock; Commnication of Cocrns to Hither levels of Authority

A. If an item has been on the agenda and discussed at three (3)

negotiating sessions, and the negotiating teams have not reached agreermnt

concerning that item, either party, or both of them, may declare a deadlock on

that item and invoke the procedures described in Subsections 14.B, 14.C, 14.D, or

14.E herein. A declaration of deadlock on an item shall not prevent discussion of

other items.

B. Upon the declaration of a deadlock as to a given item, the parties

may agree to table the item. The tabling of an item shall prevent discussion of

the item during the two (2) negotiating sessions iimediately following the

declaration of deadlock.

C. If the Tribe declares a deadlock on any item, it may, within fifteen

(15) days of the declaration, submit to the Director of OCR a written petition for

his intervention in the negotiations. Such written petition shall recite the

provision proposed by the Tribe's negotiating team, the response (including any

proper ccunterproposal) of the DOE negotiating team, and argument supporting the

Tribe's proposal. A copy of the petition shall be delivered to each member of
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DOE's negotiatirg team. The DOE negotiating team shall respond in writing within

fifteen (15) days of receipt of the Tribe's petition, and shall deliver a copy of

its response to each member of the Tribe's negotiating team. TMe Tribe's

negotiating team then may reply to said response within ten (10) days of receipt

of the response and shal deliver a copy of said reply to each member of DME's

negotiating team. The Director of OGR shall respond in writing to the Tribe's

petition within thirty (30) days of receipt of the Tribe's reply and shall explain

in detail the reasons for his decision. The decision of the Director of OCR shall

not be binding on the Tribe, and the Tribe may accept or reject the provision

proposed by the Director.

D. If DOE declares a deadlock on any item, it may, within fifteen (15)

days of the declaration, submit to the NPIEC a written petition for its

intervention in the negotiations. Such written petition shall recite the

provision proposed by DOE's negotiating team, the response (including any proper

counteroffer) of the Tribe's negotiating team, and argument supporting DOE's

proposal. A copy of the petition shall be delivered to each memer of the Tribe's

negotiating team. The Tribe's negotiating team shall respond in writing within

fifteen (15) days of receipt of DOE's petition and shall deliver a copy of its

response to each menber of DOE's negotiating team. DOE's negotiating team then

may reply to said response within ten (10) days of receipt of that response and

shall deliver a copy of said reply to each member of the Tribe's negotiating team.

MTe NP=TS shall respond in writing to DOE's request within thirty (30) days of

receipt of DOE's reply and shall explain in detail the reasons for its decision.

The decision of the NP=EC shall not be binding on DOE, and DOE may accept or

reject the provision proposed by the NPrEC.
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B. Should differerces continue to exist between the parties after the

Ailetion of the process described in Subsections 14.C and 14.D, whichever shoald

apply, the parties may Pztually agree upon arbitration proceeds. Within thirty

(30) days after notification by the Director of OR or the NPrEC of his or its

decision urner Subsection 14.C or 14.D, respectively, the nrotiating teams shall

appoint as the hearing officer one (1) mitually agreed upon, independent,

recgnized expert in the particular field involved. Within fifteen (15) days

after such appointment, the parties each shall sutnit to the hearing officer a

written statement of their respective proposals and the bases therefor. The

hearirg officer may hear oral presentations at his discretion. Nothirg herein

shall precude the parties fra asking for and receivin fram the hearing officer

a reasonable extension of the tine limit for good cause. mhe hearirq officer

shall ccupile ard maintain an accurate record of all written su)bnissions and a

transcript of any oral presentations made to him. The hearirg officer shall

consider all written suhnissions ard oral presentations in the record and shall

make written r= nedations on the matters before him. The hearirg officer shall

transmit his written rec=mendations alon with a copy of the record and

transcript to the Director of OCM ard to the negotiating teams within thirty

(30) days follawirn his receipt and consideration of all written submissions ard

authorized oral presentations.

Within ten (10) days followirg receipt of the hearing officer's

written recrcedations, the record, and the transcipt, the negotiati.ng teams may

subtit their an written crmuents and reatndations to the Director of OCQM,

which carrents ard remmedations shall be made a part of the record. Each party

shall simultaneosly transmit a copy of any such ccaments ard recimmrdations to

the other party. Within twenty-five (25) days followirg receipt of the written
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renamtexltions of the hearing officer, the record, arn the transcript, the

Director of OCaM shall issue a written decision on the matters before him, which

decision shall include a description of the basis in the record for such decision.

MTe responsibility of issuitg a decision under this subsection may not be

delegated by the Director of OCRM. Copies of the decision shall be transmitted

to the parties. The decision of the Director of OCFM shall constitute the final

action of DOE. Such decision shall not be bindirg on the Tribe, and the Tribe

shall remain free to accept or reject the decision of the Director of OCRM.

F. Nothirg herein waives, modifies, abrogates, limits, or otherwise

affects the right of the Tribe to request information under Section 117(a) (2) of

the NWPA.

15. interim its. Prior to the completion of npgotiations on the

contents of a Consultation and Cooperation Agreent, the parties may agree to

execute ard implement Interim Agreements on items upon which the parties have

reached a matually satisfactory accord. Any such Interim Agreement shall be

entered into under the authority of Section 117(c) of the NWPA and shall be

binding ard enforceable in accordance therewith. Said Interim Agreement(s) shall

be signed by the Chairman of the NPIEC ard the Director of CGR for the Tribe and

MDE, respectively.

The parties agree that the provision of financial assistance grants to

the Tribe frou the Nuclear Waste Fund is an item of urgent importance and should

be the subject of an Interim Agreement. The parties further agree that they shall

devote their best efforts to finalizing such an Interim Agreement before

November 30, 1987.

16. Ancillary Wkirdri Agreements. The Consultation and Cooperation

Agreement to be reotiated by the parties is intended to endre thraugho.t the
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process of characterization arx the possible licensing, construction, operation,

deccumissioning, closure, and post-closure minitorirn of a nuclear waste facility

at the Hanford Site. The details of the consultation and cooperation process

daring any given phase of the NWPA program shall be left to ancillary agreements

between the parties. Such ancillary agreements shall be incorporated by reference

into the Consultation and Cooperation Agreement. An ancillary agreement governing

consultation and cooperation during the characterization phase will be executed

simaltanexusly with the Consultation ard Cooperation Agreement. Nothing herein

shall prevent the parties from executing further ancillary agreements during the

characterization phase.

17. BMeses of _tiatis. The costs of all activities of the parties

pertaining to this agreement shall be paid from the Nuclear Waste Fund.

18. Definitions. As used in this agreement, the term:

A. "CConsultation and Cooperation Agreement" means a binding, written

agreement between the Tribe and the United States entered into pursuant to

Section 117(c) of the NWPA;

B. 'NPIWC means the Nez Perce Tribal Rctive Comunittee, the

governirg body of the Tribe;

C. "Nuclear waste facility" means a repository, a monitored retrievable

storage facility, a test and evaluation facility, or an interim federal storage

facility, as those tenus are used and defined in the NWPA;

D. "Nuclear Waste Fund" means the Nuclear Waste Fund established in

Section 302(c) of the NWPA;

E. '"NWPA" means the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, pub. L. 97-425,

96 Stat. L. 2201-2263, 42 U.S.C. Sections 10101-10226;

12
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F. "OCEAl reans the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management

established in Section 304(a) of the NWPA;

G. "oGR' mans the Office of Geologic Repositories of OCPM;

H. "Secretary" means the Secretary of Energy;

I. "Subcommittee" means the Nuclear Waste Subccriittee of the NP=IC;

ard

J. "Tribe" means the Nez Perce Tribe, an Indian tribal goverrment whose

members are eligible for the services provided to Indians by the Secretary of the

interior because of their status as Indians.

The duly authorized representatives of the parties have set their haids ago

seals hereunto, ard this agreement becames effective on the 6th day of August,

1987.

FOR MHE NEZ PER:E TRIBE:

Del T. White
NP=EC Nuclear Waste Subcommittee Chairnan

T-OR =E ' kT SUTM DEPARTv OF ENERGY:

JobtAnttonen
Assistant Manager for Commercial Nuclear Waste
Richland Cperations Office

Date: eA ¾i q±7

Date: J?4. L.

13
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'ME MO RAN DUM

TO: Tribal/State Proram Managers

M: Xzvin Gover, Counsel./YN
Nez Perce NWPA Program \

RE: Statos of Nez Perce C & C Negotiations

DMME: August 10, 1987

Attached for your information are two documents relatirg to the Nez Perce

Tribe's C & C negotiations with DOE. The first is an agreement on negotiating

procedures executei on August 6, 1987, by the Chairmen of the respetive

negotiating teams. The second is a report on the outcome of cur first formal

negotiati sssion with DOE on August 5-6, 1987, hswing our proposals, DOE's

responses, and any provisions agreed upon.

Overall, I believe significant progress was made in the first session. DOE's

concerns with our proposals generally were principled and reasonable, if not

always meritorious. We were able to negotiate several provisions guaranteeing

tribal rights well beyond those acknowledged in previous DOE policy

prozxncrtents. We are cautiously optimistic that most if not all remaining

issues can be resolved at our next negotiating session on Septenber 9-10.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, we should not make too much of the progress.

The Tribe's proposals were relatively modest, designed primarily to eliminate

delay in the award of grants and undue interference in their administration. DOE

long ago conceded the desirability of these goals, and could not oppose

responsibly reasonable proposals directed at their attairmbent. Moreover, the most

difficult issues remain unresolved.

Your views on these items are welcome and appreciated.



S'TTM OF C & C NEGTI CNS CH
FMNCI[L ASSISI

8/7/87

M1IE ME F=MI

AND

rE UNTIED STAMS OF NEIC

COVMIMn THE iiYixsISCH OF

FflNIAL ASSISTN FM4 THE MMMR H= FNM

This Consultation and Coceration Agreement (hereinafter, "Agreement") is

made and entere into this _ day of _ _ , 1987, by and between the Nez

Perce Tribe, a federally-r -cognized Idian tribe (hereinafter, "the Tribe"), and

the United States of America, by and throgh the U.S. Department of Energy

(hereinafter, "DE"), under the authority of Section 117(c) of the Nuclea- Waste

Policy Act of 1982 (hereinafter, "the NWPA" or "the Act"):

A==s I. STATME~ OF PPJNIP=

The parties agree that the follainvg principles shall govern the provision of

financial assistance to the Tribe fran the Nuclear Waste Fund.

NE2 PER 1PMPOSAL

A. Te NWPA establishes a relationship between ME and affted tribes and

states uitch is unlike the relationship between DOE and any other persons or

entities to wham DOE provides financial assistance.- The rules, reulations aid

1



instruents eplcyed in providing financial assistance to the Tribe lmst reflect

this unique relationship.

DOE PL

A. The WFA establishs a relaticrrhip betwn DOE ad affectied tribes and

State hi id is riithe rebati i bem n E and ary other pE or

entitie to un DC pravidm fincial as istance. Mie and

inte~tpretaticn of the rule, CT lati and insn.nts emplaymd in pravidirx

finar l assistance to the Tribe mgt reflect this nique relatizrship.

SThMt: ArE T C DOE 1PRPSL

NEZ PEC ROOA

B. DOE ats as a fiduxiary in ministarirx the Nuclear Waste Furxi. '1he

Tribe has a szila r sibility in: (1) cariyin act activities with public

resoucs, and (2) develcpirg an oversight capability that will enable it to

identify ard assist in the r1uticx of potential impacts ai the Public health

aid safety, the e=nmic and scxial el-bein of the^ plic, and the enrircrmmt,

that my result fr= the develcpment or cperation of a repsitory for the disposal

of high-level radioactive waste and spent nxzlear fuel.

SO=: A EEMETr Ci NEZ I= PROPOAL

NE2 PERE L

C. The Tribe acts urxler a pbbic trust equivalent to that of DE in meeting

the cibjectives and zadates of the NWPA.

STAMM: R CH NZ PRE PROPOAL

2



*NM P E= POCSAL

D. Without assistance from the Nuclear Waste Fund, the Tribe caraot parti-

cipate effectively in the NWPA process. Any effort to 1iit, withhold or seek

repayment of funds may chill expressions of concern by the Tribe and negatively

affect the Tribe's efforts to protect the public health and safety, the social and

econanic well-being of the public, and the envirorment.

DOME PRPAL

D. Withaut assistance frcm the Nuclear Waste Fund, the Tribe cannot parti-

cipate effectively in the NWPA process. Every effort will be made, consistent

with the NWPA and the Tribe's responsibilities thereunder, to support the Tribe's

efforts to protect the public health and safety, the social and econamic well-

being of the public, and the environrment.

SErXXlD NE2 SPE

D. Without asmsistaer from the Nuclear Waste Fund, the Tribe cannot

participate effectively in the NWiP process. Inflexible and restrictive

applicatics of rules and regulations gerni finacdial asistance to the Tribe

nay chill expressions of cncern by the Tr-ibe and thereby dimirish the scope and

quality of Tribal participati . Every effort will be made, therefore, conistent

with the NWPA and the Tribe's responsibilities thereunder, to support the Tribe's

efforts to protect the public health and safety, the scxial and ecaxznic well-

beirn of the public, and the enviranment.

SMIM: AGEEME~r CKJEmM NEZ PRO POSALAL

NEZ PER=.

E. Becae the NWPA Lch uhl ind the Tribe in an indepernent oversight

furntimn with regard to DOE activities, DDE's involvemet in the administratimn

3



aid atnage of gants to the Tribe Eiculd be cnly as m;.>i as is rncsay to

era.zr that funds are spent far the pipses for utich they are -wared.

So7T: AnU U CUE Z P= IN -

MMNER 1 PROPCAL

F. As a result of the special federal-tribal relationship, a numer of

federal statutes provide unique opportunities for flexibility in the processes of

awarding and adrministering financial assistance to the Tribe. These statutes

should be used flexibly and creatively to tailor DMEs administration of the

Nuclear Waste Fund to the Tribe's situation.

SEQ) NDE PIE PO IL

F. As a result of the special federal-tribal relationship, a number of

federal statutes provide unique opportunities for flexibility in the processes of

awarding and administering financial assistance to the Tribe. These statutes

should be used as mels for the provision of financial &asistance .to the Tribe

and to tailor DOE's administration of the Nuclear Waste Fund to the Tribe's

situation.

ST]ICS: DOE TO EVIEIR AND RESPD BY 9/9/87

NEZ PERE PPPCAL

G. the timly award of grants to the Tribe is essential to its ability to

corduct respcnsibly and effectively its oversight activities.

STn : AorEE2W CN M EZPROPMAL

NE PROAL

4



H. M-be Tribe has broad discreticn in def sin the scxpe ard extent of its

irdE~fl~elt oersg, csitorirg and evaluatim aczivities, but that diszretcn

is strbject to the reed to prote± the physical itegrity of the crxiidate site and

the availability of monies F the Nuclear Waste Fund.

sD : AREM CN E PR PRC9SL

NEZ PEWE FLMAL

I. Ube Tribe stands as a separate natin within the federal system,

enjcyinq an crxoin treaty relaticrship with the United States, and is not a sub-

unit of the federal ern:ent.

SMns: =GUMEN aN NEZ PER:E PEPOZ

NEZ PR PR AL

J. he Tribe and DOE recxxnze the need for program cxuixzity, and grants

to the Tribe mzst be xztintaixi at a level nm=rate with its oversight,

izxxutorit and evaluaticr activities, and the status and pace of DOE's activities.

STM: AGREE ON NE PC PRPSL

AMRIE 1I. PEURPOSS AND SCOM

N PER E P-FOAL

A. . The purposes of this Agreenent are:

(1) To guarantee regularity, predictability and fairness in the provi-

sion aid administration of financial assistance to the Tribe fr

DOE;

5



(2) To define the duties of the parties in connection with the pro-

vision of financial assistance to the Tribe by DOE; and

(3) To adjust MOE niles, rgulations, prcdares ard guidelines on the

provision of financial assistance to reflect the unique circne-

stances of the Tribe, its special relationship with the United

States, ard its irdeperdent oversight role in the NWPA process.

DOE HAL

A. . The prposes of this Agreeent are:

(1) 'b guarantee regularity, predictability and fainess in the pro-

vision ard administration of financial assistance to the Tribe from

WE;

(2) To define the duties of the parties in connection with the pro-

vision of financial assistance to the Tribe by DOE; anxd

(3) To ensure interpretations of DOE rules, regulations, procedures and

guidelines on the provision of financial assistance to reflect the

unique circ.mstances of the Tribe, its special relationship with

the United States, ard its independent oversight role in the NWPA

process.

SOD) N1 ER P

A. Ye. 1e pxurposes of this Areent are:

(1) To guarantee regularity, pitbility ard fairness in the pro-

vision aid i ninistration of financial assistance to the Tribe f ro

DCE;

(2) To define the duties of the parties in xrtnxxtin with the pro-

vision of finarncial a-nistance to the Tribe by ME; and

6



(3) To tailor rmE les, re iacrs, p xres adi guidelines an the

provisicm of financial assistans anrd the aplicetium therf to

refle±t tlwe- unque cittax of the Tribe, its s- iai

iwith the Uited Stat~es, and its oversight

role in tbe NPA process.

SiM : AGREEMET C SEC NE2 PR P

NEZ PCE PRPSL

B. d. This reemnt shall govern t'he provision of financial as is-

tance Lfra the Nuclear Waste Fund to the Tribe by DaE. Mis Agreement is to be

read in conjunction with DOE rules, regulations, procedures and guidelines gen-

erally applicable to thre provision of financial assistance. To the extent the

provisions of this Agremnt conflict with such rules, regulations, procdures and

guidelines, the provisions of this Agreement shall control.

DOE

B. l. This Areent shall govern the provision of financial assis-

tance frmm the Nuclear Waste Fund to the Tribe by DOE. This Agreement is to be

read in conjunction and consistent with DOE rules, regulations, procedures and

guidelines generally applicable to the provision of financial assistance. To the

extent the provisions of this Agreement provide a more detailed interpretation of

such rules, regulations, procedures and guidelines, the provisions of this

Agreecent shall govern.

SIS: B=fI PAR1E 0 t VIEW AND RZESPD BY 9/9/87

AFrI IE. Authority, for Acren: Parties

NEZ E CL
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A. y. Ts Agre it is Amade ard entered into urir the autdoity

of Section 317 of the NiA, and is in eied to be binaing ard enfoceable in

a oae thl~with. Mie autbxrity of ME to bind the United States is Section

117 of the MPIL The autharity of the Tribe to bind itself is its inherent

sovereign pcr to ; L'ct re-aticzi with the United States.

B. Parties.

1. United States Deartnt of Energy. TIe United States is re2resented by

the Directr of the Offic of Geologic PRqxitcries of the Office of Civilian

Radioactive Wste Management. 'ffe Director of CM acts on behalf of the Secretary

of Energy in executin this Agreement. The Director of OCR, in executing this

Agreement, birds the United States, the Deart;rnt of Energy, and all officers,

employees, offices, agencdes, other entities tharof, and their as as to

the matters acvered by this Agreent.

2. Nez Perm Tribe. Me Tribe is rzr sented by the Coinrmn of the Nez

Perc Tribel Fmcutive mittee, the mveiid body of the Tribe. ¶ e Chkairmn,

in examctin this Agreent, acts with authcxity granted expressly by NP], and

birds the Tribe, the NP I, and all offiials, agetzies and other entities

thereof.

ST=: AG::= ON NEZ PR PMMiAL

AIRTICE IV. Nurlear Waste Fund

NE PRC PROPAL

'Te Nuclear Waste rd established by the NWPA is caqxzed of pyments

by the gra ad anes of high-level raioactive umste and sent rmlear

fuel. Fhe Fund was establi to ere that the costs of carrying cxt activi-

8



ties relatirg to the discoal of ixb waste and spent fuel will be bome by thie

pers resrsible for gneatin such waste aid spert fuel.

sSMW: AGEEMM CN NiZ PERCEPOOAL

NER PFE

AMTCIE V. Fundable Activities uring Caracterizatian

347IP currently is da a r the Hlanford Site porsant to Section 113 of

the NW. fThe Tr bal activities that shall be uz3ed u Sectin 118 (b) of the

NWPA drirg the characterizaticn phase incud'e, but are rit limited to:

(1) ReviPs of policy and te±nica reorts, stuxies, aralyses, cxpiter

,del , plans, sveys, audits and other doct s gaeerated by any

entity invlved in the exextieni, viersight,

iiwpl~ntaticn or 1-aticn of NWPA-related activities;

(2) Activities directed at dis eriM any potential inpacts of the locaticn

of a repositary at Hanford cn the gblic health aid safety, the social

aid ex~xxic w1l-beirg of the [ublic, the envirurzent, aid natural

rescurce in the pxssessory and usage rights area of the Tribe;

(3) Praraticl of a report to the Secretary of the ii-acts discovered urxler

paragraph (2); prEaration of a reqest far technical ard financial

assistarxc desigrd to avoid, minimize, mitigate or pxwice pensaticn

for adverse impacts disxered urier paragrapi (2); aid prr ration for

neatiaticrs ux3er Secticn 113 (b) (3) (B) to dete=ie the nature and

amnumt of such technical aid finanial assxistanre;

(4) 0nitorirn, ix cti n aid ass t of cr-site activities related to

the dispysal of waste in an NM facility, of the site, of ervircrmental

monitarirM, of enrvimntal aid cutural infa ti gatherint, of the

9



effects of dkaracterizaticn activities, and of scientific and tacbnical

tests and data collecicn;

(5) Interdent testiuj, data lectic ard studies, both cn-site arxl off-

site, relating to the sitability of the Hanford Site for a reositcry

and the potential impacts asociated with a repository, inz.luii ng im-

pacts associated with ati of waste to and f such a

rexsitory;

(6) Cbrrb1cting a public infpti p n to provid infati an hI

activities to Tibal c citibents, iecliudrig the dEmv :cpmrt and

diss~ninatia. of inf ati, z and crati of ptablic

infcnx~itin offices, and ctii r prublic meetings and bearings;

(7) Coordinating activities and sharing infatitn with officials,

agencies,and entities of the United States, the seveal States, Iriiand

t'-ibes (whther cr not such tribes are deem "affected Indian tribes"

=)er the NA), local intergovernmntal entities and all

other entities having an interest in tie caxbi± of the 1E-;A prcgram

(8) Activities intended to lead to a zulta and axerati ag =d:

with DCE;

(9) Activities anthorz by or cotti pursuant to a ocsultaticn and

axperatia agreeort with DOE;

(10) n tir upcn and cxxerns and cbjeticr3s in cwn ctin

with DOE activities, both at Hanford and naticrilly, while

dzaractrizatic is urxler way at arry of the three sites nw uniergoing

dracterizatim; and

(11) Activities directed at prearirj for participat as a party or as an

cbserver in xings of thvre ac ; cn any appiticn for a

10



CLX~itnuction autdrizaticnr cperatirg license for a facility in Bich

high-level radioactive as-te or spent <uel is to be handed, padged,

reroxcessed, stored or disposed of.

SIS: AGEBB4072 CN NEZ PEEj PFCP L

AREIZE VI. PLicati of 10 C.F.R. Part 600

The parties acknowledge that 10 C.F.R. Part 600 provides a reasonable set of

rules for the award, use and admdnistration of grant funds, and the Tribe agrees

to the application of 10 C.F.R. Part 600 to finncial assistance received by the

Tribe frcm DOE. The parties further acknowledge treat the assistance to be

received is grant assistance, and that no federal agency collaboration,

participation or intervention in the activities of the Tribe pursuant to the grant

is to occur, except as reuested by the Tribe.

DOE God

ARPInTT VI. Agplication of 10 C.F.R. Part 600

The parties acknowledge that 10 C.F.R. Part 600 provides a reasonable set of

rules for the award, use and acbinistration of grant fInds, and the Tribe agrees

to the application of 10 C.F.R. Part 600 to financial assistance received by the

Tribe from DOE. The parties further acknowledge that the assistance to be re-

ceived is grant assistance, and that no federal agency collaboration, partici-

pation or intervention in the activities of the Tribe during its activities pur-

suant to the grant is to occur, except as requested by the Tribe or as it required

to fulfill federal responsibilities under applicable laws and regulations.

S M NEZ PEAR E . Ao10 .

AIMCLEr VI. Application of 10 C.F.R. Part 0

11



ne parties adcawledge that 10 C.F.R. Part 600 provides a reasaable set of

rules fcr the awxd, use ad ii ti of grant fund, arxd the Tribe agrees

to the aplicaticn of 10 C.F.R. Part 600 to firncial assista reeived by the

Tribe from D. T parties further acarwledge that the aSMista; to be re-

ceived is grant as:sistare, and that no feral agry ca, partici-

patim or interventicn in the activities of the Tribe durixg its activities fu-

giant to the grant is to occtr, ept to the minin=a extet nssary to ensre

that fuzxs are spet for 1- Purposes for vidi they are aarded, or as requested

by the Tribe.

usD : AGREEMENTC SOM NE PRCE POCAL

NVE PE= FdFOSL

A. Special Restrictive Conditions Disfavoed. The parties acl lege that

utder 10 C.F.R. § 600.105, ME ray aply award xziti an grants to the Tribe

that a-re mre resr:Ictive than thoe generally aralicabe. Tbe, parties ac2i-

ledge further that such anaiti ay be iu ed aily in a ra with S 600.

105. Te parties agree that, if ME has applied sih a cmditin to the Tribe's

grant, the costs of the x sary corzitive actim i fied by E une §

600.105(b), shall be paid far otzt of the Nuxlear Waste FU-d.

STP: AREEM CH NEZ PER PRPAL

NE PEC PROPAL

B. Contirnuation Awards he Tribe may request from DOE that any specific

project of the Tribe be funded on a nujiti-year basis. The parties agree that cer-

tain of the Tribe's activities are of the type that "require an extended fundirqx

cclitcent by DOE and for which an annual continuation review is inappropriate."

12



DOE agrees, therefore, that a single buget period ekxcing twelve (12) months

my be proposed by the Tribe and will be approved if all otther grant application

requirewnts are net.

Shculd the Hanford Site be elinated from consideration urder Section

118 (b) (5) of the NWPA durirk a period covered by a budet period excedirg twelve

months, the parties shall cHmwre negotiations within forty-five (45) days on

revisions to the Tribe's grant to coayly with Section 118(b) (5).

DOE RPUIL

B. Citituatin Awards. The Tribe may request from DOE that any specific

project of the Tribe be approved on a multi-year basis with annual furding

provided.

SIoA=: BI1 PAR= ¶10 REVI AND RESP= BY 9/9/87

NEZ PEVE PIRCSAL

C. No Cot Sha . e parties agree that the Nuclear Waste Pclicy Act

requires that all costs to the Tribe arisirn fran its activities urdertaken in

coection with matters relatir to the disposal of high-level nuclear waste shall

be paid from the Nuclear Waste Fund. The Tribe, therefore, sqhall not be required

to bear any of the cost of such activities.

DE PAL

C. No Cot Smir. Mhe parties aree that the Nuclear Waste Policy Act

reYiires that all allowable asts to the Tribe arising from its activities

uI ertaken in cxrzrcticn with matters relating to the disposal of high-level

relear waste shall be paid fran the Nlear Waste Fug. 7he Tribe, theefore,

ahall rat be requiad to bear any of the allowable costs of sufic activities.

SoMS: AS CH DOE E IAL

13



pi~ C PAL

D. Uncbliaate. Blarm. The parties agree that DOE may authorize all or

part of any Onbligated balance remaining at the ern of a budget period for

expeniiture by the Tribe in the subsequent Nudget period. Where an unobligated

balance retains andr work is not yet cmplete on the project, DOE shall approve the

use of such unobligated balance freely. Such unbligated balances shall not be

offset in the subseent budget period against the new DOE furding provided for

the subsequent budget period.

DOE EZP6AL

D. Uncbligate Balarnc. The parties agree that DOE may authorize all or

part of any unobligated balance remaindng at the end of a hodget period for

ependure by the Tribe in the subsient budget period. Where an unobligated

balance remains and work is not yet ccplete on the project, ME shall approve the

use of such uncbligated balance to ccmplete the project work. Such uncbligated

balances shall not be offset in the subseuent buget period against the rw DOE

fuadins provided for other program activities in the aluent Rdget period.

SI;: NEZ m REIEW AND REST= BY 9/9/87

NEZ PEE=

E. Financial t Systems. DOE agrees to provide grant mrWy frum

the Nuclear Waste Fui to the Tribe far the purpose of reviewing tribal firnacial

oanant. syste for their mxpliance with applicable ulatis, irc ludirq,

witlt limitatian, the cxagApiance of tribal finanal system with CMB

Ciruilar A-87 ad attad ts, ani CB Cirlar A-102 ad attadnts.

asU : AGREMN Wa NEZ PEAILG-&
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NEZ PE= F~A

F. ThYn e. Th parties agree that advarxe paymnts shall be made to the

Trbe through a letter of credit. rIbe Tribe agrees to cccply with Treasury

Circular 1075 guidele and itictins frum the niste payment office in

making wix1trawas urger the letter of credit ard in reprting on cash

diskIrsements and balarxes.

STo: ErrM Ca NEZ P= MOA

G. Prt aned E ct Rvisicr. The parties anticipate that, as the pro-

gram progresses, projects, schedules, and deadlines will chane regularly. More-

over, the parties agree that n issues requirirg technical analyses by the Tribe

will arise freuently during the course of the program. The parties acknowledge,

therefore, that budget and pro ect revisions will be necessary frai timo to time.

DE agrees that where the Tribe requests a budget change or a project change

during the course of any budget period, DOE will process such revision within

sixty (60) days. If DOE is unable to approve such revisions, it shall provide the

Tribe with a detailed and final statement of reasons why the revisions cannot be

approved, and provide any and all assistanoe needed by the Tribe to make any

necessary corrections to the proposed revisions within thirty (30) days. Should

DOE fail to approve or disapprove a proposed revision within sixty (60) days, the

revision shall be deemed approved and the Tribe may proceed as if DOE had approved

the revision. Costs ircurred while engaging in activities within the scope of the

requested revision shall be deed allowable for arny and all purposes.

15



DOE further agrees that when a budget or project revision on grant assistance

provided urder the NWPA is sLh~atted, such revisions shall receive the initiate

attention of the Contract Officer before any other matters perding before the

Contract Officer.

DOE O)FCSAL

G. arbet and Project Revisigns. The parties anticipate that, as the pro-

gram progresses, projects, schedules, ard deadlines will charge regularly. More-

over, the parties agree that net issues reg.irirg technical analyses by the Tribe

will arise frequently during the course of the program. The parties ackoledge,

therefore, that budget ard project revisions will be necessary from time to tim.

DOE agrees that where the Tribe requests a budget cbarge or a project change

durig the course of any budget period, DOE will process such revision within

sixty (60) days. If DOE is unable to approve such revisions, it shall provide the

Tribe with a detailed and final statement of reasons why the revisions cannot be

approved, ard provide any and all assistance needed by the Tribe to make any

necessary corrections to the proposed revisions within thirty (30) days sb

to the czmmznication of the final statement of reasons. Should DOE fail to ap-

prove or disapprove a proposed revision within sixty (60) days, a meeting shall be

held within five (5) working days to resolve the issue.

The Contract officer will acknowledge in writing receipt of any budget or

project revision fre the Tribe within five (5) workirg days of receipt.

SMIE=: BOM TO RE.VIE AND RESICD BY 9/9/87

NEP= POAL

H. Performance BIPrrts.

16



'He Tribe agrees to st1nit quarterly perfcxnox- reports under §

6O.115(c) (1) Me parties aree that the Tribe will rnt be reqdirad to submiit

any other pcr c reports, includiiq the Kuanagrnt Smarjy Port referred to

in § 600.115(f).

Sna: AEET W NEZ ER2 OPCSL

NEZ a: PROPOSAL

I. Financial Awl~Rs. The parties agree that the Tribe will provide the

information required to be contained in a financial report under § 600.116 in

machine usable format or cKxiter printout instead of on the prescribed report

forms. The Tribe shall not be requied to use these fors to cbtain financial

information fra a sub-grantee.

DOE Ea

I. Financial rts. parties agree that the Tribe wia'il provide the

infoisaticn required to be cstained in a finarrial report uzder § 600.116 in a

=&Ually a ptable mahimi usable format or computer printout instead of cn the

prescribe report fcrs. Mm Tribe shall not be required to use these forms to

cbtain finarncial infanraticn frcn a sub-grantee.

STh2US: ACi af DOE PROPOSAL

NEZ PEn P O

J. Proscurimt 1Uner Grants ard Sub-grants. The Tribe will submit to the

Departnt of Interior a newly created pr==rwnt system. The purpose of the

submission to the Departrent of Interior is to have the procuremnt system

certified as being in compliance with CO3 Circular A-102. Shculd the Deparent

of Interior so certify, DOE shall rely on such certification for a period of 24
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srcths, and shall not interfere in the Tribe's proe Pr-nt of goods and services,

so 1ong as such preient is acocrlished in accordance with such tribal

prornt system.

STAto: DOE TO REVIEW AND RESPCD BY 9/9/87

Arlene Vl. GMNT REVIEW SCHEME

NEZ PA

Mhe parties agree to be bound by the follawirg schedule in the subnission,

review, and approval of applications by the Tribe for grant financial assistance

fry the Nuclear Waste Fund.

A. Suhtmissicn of Grant Arplication. MTe Tribe shall subit its application

for financial assistagn on or before August 31st of any given year for the

financial assistance neeed for the following calendar year. BWIP shall, within

five (5) days of receipt of the grant application, acknrwledge in writing the

receipt of the application and set a schedule therein for the review of that

application. Such schedule shall not exceed a period of ninety (90) days.

S7=s: BfI PAR=ITO REVIEW AND RESIPD BY 9/9/87

N -PRC PROPSAL

B. BWIP Review. BWIP shall analyze the grant application and prepare and

transnit written recamendations to headquarters within thirty (30) days of re-

ceipt of the grant application. Said analyses and rec==rendations shall be final,

and BWIP shall not at a later date raise any objections or concerns that are not

raised in the initial analyses and recommendations. Fff[ shall send to the Tribe

a copy of the analyses and recc=endatiors sent to headquarters simultaneously

with the transmission of said analyses and reccamwndations to headquarters.
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DOE PPDOL

B. HePr BWiIP shall analyze the grant application ard prepare ard

transit written rcamneations to headqar within thirty (30) days of

reeipt of the grant application. Said analyses and reSt enations shall be

transmitted to head parters ard NWIP shall make every attzpt not to raise at a

later date any objections or concerns that are not raised in the initial analyses

and reiuerxations. BWIP shall met with the Tribe to discuss the analyses and

recamerdations concerning the grant prior to serdlrx them to headquarters.

Sac: NT PEo M RE:V1W AND RIn D BY 9/9/87

NE E OSAL

C. uarte GiE. DOE headquarters shall review the analyses anl

reomendations of 3qI within fourteen (14) days of the date on which BIWIP

transmits the analyses arn recateriations to head-quarters. Any concrns or

objections. head parters may have to the grant application or to the analyses and

reccmnexdaticns of 3IP shall be ccmunicated in writing to WIP and to the Tribe

within the same fourteen (14) day period. Any objections or concerns identified

by headquarters shall constitute the final list of such objections ard coerrons,

and no further objections or concerns may be raised at a later date.

DOE PROMAL

C. Heakbuarters Review. DOE headquarters shall review the analyses and

recc=mendaticns of BWIP within fourteen (14) days of the date on htich 3WIP trans-

mits the analyses and recamdendations to headquarters. Any concerns or c03ect-ions

headquarters may have to the grant application or to the analyses and reccmnenda-

tions of SCIP shall be communicated in writing to BWIP within the same fourteen

(14) day period. Headquarters shall make every attet not to raise at a later
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date any objections or cocerns that are not raised in the analyses and rcm-

nations Scmixmicated to B&'?P.

SIATO: NEZ TO 1D UW Ala ODD I D BY 9/9/87

NEZ FE= .R=P=SA

D. Joint TdbILIIP Ral ar eview. In the event any cncrerns or

objections remain utstaning after review by head r of the Tribe's grant

application, representatives of the Tribe, BWIP, and headquarters shall Yet

within seven (7) days of the expiration of the fourteen (14) day period described

in Section C to resolve any remainirg concerns. Said meeting shall be co. ucted

at the offices of the Nez Perce Nuclear Waste Policy Act Program. The parties

agree that DOE and the Tribe will give their best efforts to resolving all out-

standing concerns or objections at said meeting. Based upon the cut-cone of that

meeting, BWIP shall prepare the necessary documnts to finalize the financial

assistance award, and the proposed award dcu.ments shall be transmitted to

headquarters within five (5) days of the meeting between the Tribe, BWIP, and

headquarters. Headqurters shall review and concur in the award documents within

seven (7) days of their transmission by BWIP.

DOE PFCAL

D. Joint PTevliewIP/Inrters Review. In the event any concerns or

objections reain outstanding after review by headquarters of the Tribe's grant

application, representatives of the Tribe, BWIP, and headquarters shall meet

within seven (7) days of the expiration of the fourteen (14) day period described

in Section C to resolve any remaining concerns. said meeting shall be coxnd=ted

at the offices of the Nez Perce Nuclear Waste Policy Act Program. The parties

agree that DOE and the Tribe will give their best efforts to resolving all out-
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starshe concerns or Qbjectiors at said mneetig. Based upnn the cut-cae of that

meeti, E=P shall prepare the necessary docue its to finalize the financial

assistance award, and the proposed award docments sall be transitted to

headquarters within seven (7) days of the meeting between the Tribe, AdP, arCd

headquarters. Headquarters shall review and cornr in the award docm-ents within

seven (7) days of their transmission by 3CIP.

Sms: N2E TO RIEW AND RID BY 9/9/87

NEZ P= PRMMFC

E. Notice of Financial Assistance Awards. Within seven (7) days of the

receipt of final concrrence from headquarters on the financial assistance award

doc=ents, 3qIP shall issue to the Tribe a Notice of Financial Assistance Award

enbodying the scope of activities agreed upon at the meeting of the Tribe, BWIP,

and headquarters described in Section D.

SI=: NEZ PR TO REVIE AND RESInD BY 9/9/87

NE 1 PE= POOSAL

F. Fbllgcon Schedule. Should arn disagreement remain between the Tribe

and DOE concerninq the financial assistance award made under Section E, UAIP shall

meet with the Tribe at the offices of the Nez Perce Nuclear Waste Policy Act

Proram within seven (7) days to discuss and resolve any issues remaining. In the

event agreement is not reached on such issues at said meeting, the Tribe shall

have the option of continuinr informal discssions with EWIP, or pursuing any

administrative or judicial remedies it may have. For purpcses of pursuing further

administrative or judicial remedies, the Notice of Financial Assistance Award
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referred to in Orztion E s.all be deed f inal agency action, notwithstardixg any

informl disc-ssions that ray be cotinLuiing.

If informal discssios between the Tribe ard BWIP fail to produce agreenent,

the Tribe also shall have the option of addressin the matter to the Director of

the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management. Said Director shall issue a

decision on the rather within seven (7) days of receipt of notice fran the Tribe

of its desire that he intervene in the matter.

Should the Tribe ard BWIP agree to a resolution of issues remainirq after the

notice of the Firnanoal Assistance Award has been approved, EWIP shall prepare new

award documents reflecting the agreement within five (5) days ard transmit sam to

headquarters ard to the Tribe. Headquarters shall review ard approve or

disapprove said doc.zents within seven days of their receipt from BWIP.

DOE PROPOSAL

F. Fbllow-tm Sceaule. Should any disagreement remain between the Tribe

and DOE concernirg the filranial assistance award made urner Section E, BWIP shall

met with the Tribe at the offices of the Nez Perce Nuclear Waste Policy Act Pro-

gram within seven (7) days to discuss and attempt to resolve any issues remaini'g.

In the event agreent is not reached on such issues at said metirs, the Tribe

shall have the option of continurii informal disc.ussions with EIP, or pursuinrg

any aministrative or judicial remdies it may have. For purposes of pursuirq

further administrative or judicial remeies, the Notice of Financial Assistarce

Award referred to in Section E shall be deemed final agenoy action,

notwithstardin any informal discussions that may be continuin.

If informal discussions between the Tribe andi UIP fail to produce agreement,

the Tribe also shall have the option of addressing the matter to the Director of

the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management. Said Director shall issue a
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decision on the ratter within furteeni (14) days of receipt of notice frwn the

Tribe of its desire that he intervene in the mratter.

Should the Tribe and BrIP agree to a resolution of issues rmainir after the

notice of the Financial Assistance Award has been approved, I shall prepare new

award dolents reflecting the agreement within seven (7) days ard transmit samw

to headquarters anr to the Tribe. Headquarters shall review ard approve or dis-

approve said doents within seven (7) days of their receipt frn BWIP.

STh=US: NoZ P TO REVIEW Ad REICD BY 9/9/87

NIM PERM ER AL

G. LEfect of Failure to M:eet Dn'. ines. Should the Tribe fail to rit the

deadHine for submission of its grant application, DE may extBnd the schedule de-

tailed in this Article by an amount of time equal to the anmnt of time by which

the application was lace. Should DOE fail to meet any deadline unIder this Article,

the amount of time by which the schedule was exceeded shall be deducted from the

amount of tiame available for the next step in the process. Should DOE fail to

cXmplete its review and issue a notice of Financial Assistance Award within ninety

(90) days of receipt of the Tribe's grant application, the application shall be

deeaed approved, and the Tribe may undertake any and all activities described in

the application. No agency, office, bureau, department, or other entity of the

United States may penalize, sanction, or otherwise cmence any adverse action

against the Tribe for the reason that said activities are beyond the scope of the

grant. Nothing in this provision shall relieve the Tribe of its obligation to

spend grant funds in accordance with applicable federal regulations.

H. Effect of Failure to Cbject. DOE ackowaledges that it has, in its past

relations with the Tribe, continually raised new concerns and objections to tribal
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grant applications even after initial reviews have been completed. MTe parties

agree that this practice has delayed Tribal i-eplentatian of progras ultimately

fcund to be within the scope of grant assistance provided to the Tribe. in order

to prevent this practice fraa recarrin, DOE agrees that, the written analyses and

recatendations prepared by UIP under Section B of this Article shall constitute

a final list of concerns ard cbjections, and no further concerns or cbjecticns may

be raised later in the process. In like fashion, the review of UWIP's analyses

and recaxmiations by headquarters under Section C of this Article shall be final

and headquarters shall raise no other objections or concerns in conretion with

the Tribe's grant assistance application.

DOE PL

C. Timl y

It is imperative that in order for the Tribe to meet its statutory respnsi-

bilities under the NWPA that adequate ani timely financial assistance by the DOE

be provided. Tim is of the essence in such matters. Me DOE will provide such

timely financial assistance through diligent adherence to the procedures set forth

in this Agreement. Failure to pursue such diligent adherence will adversely

affect the Tribe's ability to fulfill its irdeperdent monitoring respnsibilities

unier the NWPA and result in lost credit ability to the DOE. A delay in the

overall scheduled of more than 20 days past the original 90 days will be

considered by both parties "serious breach of good faith" and will require a

letter of explanation, signed by the Director, OCC:&M, and co-signed by the

Manager, RL. This letter, to be accompanied by a corrective action plan, will be

sent to the Tribal Chairman no later than ten (10) days following such breach.

STon: BOMI PAR 'TO IRVIEW AND RESPCND BY 9/9/87
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ADD omB
tIfh~STA=~ EEPARD~EaT2 OF Er=

G3VE~qI 'G E TI TCU
(F A

AM CCOPEATIDC NGREEW

'mIS AcEmrm, made and entered into this 6th day of August, 1987, between

the Nez Perce Tribe (hereinafter "the Tribe"), by and through the Chairman of the

Nuclear Waste Subccnittee (hereinafter "the Sub .ittee") of the Nez Perce

Tribal Executive Committee (hereinafter "the NPrEC"), and the United States

Department of nergy (hereinafter "DOE"), by and through the Assistant Manager for

Camnercial Nuclear Waste, DOE Richland Cperations Of ffice (hereinafter "the

Assistant Manager").

1. Badh: Redoes. he Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (hereinafter

"the NWPAIN or "the Act") directs the Secretary of Energy (hereinafter "the

Secretary") to seek to enter into agreements with, inter alia, Indian tribes that

have been designated by the Secretary of the Interior as "affected Indian tribes,"

to govern the process of consultation and cooperation between the parties during

the conduct of DOE activities under the NWPA. The Tribe is an "affected Indian

tribe" and has accepted the Secretary's invitation to begin negotiations on such a

Consultation and Cccperation Agreement. The parties agree that procedures for the

conduct of negotiations are necessary and desirable to expedite the progress of

negotiations and to provide a clear record of events. To meet these goals, the

parties agree to be bound by the procedures detailed in this agreement.

The parties recognize that no set of procedures can anticipate all

cirmstances that will arise during the course of negotiations, and this
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agreimnt should be constued liberally to avoid devotion to procedure over

substance and to achieve its pr=poses. Nevert-eless, the failure of either party

to abide by the letter and spirit of this agreement shall constitute good cause

for the termination of negotiations.

2. Good Faith. The parties enter neotiations with the exptation of

reaching a =utually satisfactory Consultation and Coomeration Agreement. As a

showing of their good faith, the parties agree that negotiations will be

terminated only for good cause. Good cause shall include, by way of explanation

hut not of limitation: material changes to the NWPA that alter the relationship

between the Tribe and DOE; withdrawal of the Hanford Site fran further

consideration as a candidate site for a nuclear waste facility; failure to

progress touward resolution of differences concerning the contents of a

Consultation and Cooperation Agreement; bad faith on the part of either party; and

the failure of either party to abide by the letter and spirit of the procedures

detailed in this agreement.

3. Wdificaticns. This agreement may be modified by the parties by a

writing duly executed by the Chairman of the Sutccaamittee and the Assistant

Manager.

4. dircip-les Governin b cotiorns. The parties acknowledge the

following principles as reflecting their respective and appropriate interests in

the consultation and cooperation process:

A. As acknowledged in the President's Policy Statemnt of January,

1983, a government-to-govexnment relationship exists between the United States and

the Tribe under which the United States is bliged to protect and enha} e the

proprietary and govenr-sntal rights of the Tribe;
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B. By virtue of its treaties with the United States, the Tribe has

prior and pararmunt reserved rights to certain natural resources, ar-d the

Department is obliged to take all reasonable Gasses to avoid harm to those

resources;

C. The Tribe has a critical interest in protecting the natural

resources in the Tribe's possessory and usage rights area, and Deeparbental

activities should be designed to avoid adverse impacts on those resorxces;

D. The Tribe has a critical interest in maintainirq the environmental

integrity of the Columbia River and its tributaries, and Deepartental activities

should be designed to avoid adverse impacts on the River;

E. The provisions of Section 117(c) of the NWPA do not constitute a

limitation on the contents of a Consultation and Cooperation Agreement, and all

issues arising frau the NWPA program are open for discussion;

F. The Tribe's role in the NWPA prcgram is one of independent oversight

directed at protection of Tribal treaty rights, the health and welfare of Tribal

constituents, the social and econic well-being of Tribal constituents, and the

environmental quality of Tribal interest areas;

G. As a result of the trCst relationship existing between the Tribe and

the United States, ambiguities in the Act that cannot be resolved by referring to

other sections of the Act or to the legislative history are to be construed in

favor of the Tribe;

H. The NWPA is the vehicle by which Congress has chosen to resolve the

hazards posed by the existence of high-level radioactive waste, and the activities

of both parties mist be guided by the NWPA;
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I. The process of consultation and coperation envisioned by Congress

in Section 117 (c) of the NWPA is on of honest, open, and csnrehensive

consultation and cooperation;

J. The consultation and cooperation process should be carried on in an

orderly, predictable, and fair manner, and is assisted by the existence of a

Caonsultation and Cooperation Agreerent between the Tribe and DOE; and

K. Tribal and DOE activities under the NWPA must be cozucted with due

regard for the statutory obligation of DOE to develop a permanent repository and

for DOE 's role as trustee of the Nuclear Waste Fun.

5. Official Record of Netiaticrm

A. A Court Reporter certified by the state in which any negotiating

session ocrs shall record the proceedixgs of such neotiatirq session. said

Court Reporter shall be rquired to deliver a transcript of each neotiating

session to a designated member of each negotiatirg team within seven (7) days of

the date on which the session occurred. After editing by the negotiatirg teams

for clerical errors, which shall be ccupleted within fourteen (14) days of their

receipt, an original and two (2) copies of the corrected transcript shall be

delivered to each neotiating team. Said transcript shall beccae the official

record of the negotiating session and may be relied upon in any court, tribunal,

or forum in discening the intent of the parties in relation to any provision of

any Consultation and Cocperation Agredimt between the parties.

B. By iutual consent of the parties, and upon the order of the chair,

discussions may be held off the record at any time during a negotiating session.

6. Sites of N902tiatim Sessians. The parties shall hot negotiating

sessions on an alternating basis. The party hosting a session will name a merber

of its negotiating team to chair the session and shall have the right to select
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the site of the session. nThe parties agree that sites other than the offices or

places of business of meibers of the negotiating teaos will a-low the rxeotiating

teams to devote their full attention to the negotiations. The parties, therefore,

will agree to other mutually convenient sites.

7. Neotiating Teams. The negotiating team of the Tribe consists of:

Allen V. Pinkham, NIEC Chairman; Del T. Wnite, NAEC 1 Nuclear Waste Subcaiittee

haairman; Rolnald T. Halfmoon, Program Manager, Nez Perce Nuclear Waste Policy Act

Prcgram ("NP-NWPA"); B. Kevin Gaver, Special Counsel, NP-NWPA; and JChn Hlutchins,

Council of Energy Fescur-ce Tribes. The negotiating team of DE consists of: John

Anttoren, Assistant Manager for Commercial Nuclear Waste, DOE Richland Cperations

Office; 0. lee Olson, Acting Director, Basalt Waste Isolation Division; Max

Powell, Institutional Liaison, Basalt Waste Isolation Division; Eugene Pride,

Chief Counsel, DOE Richland Operations Office; and Barry G. Gale, Chief, Ecnomic

and Intergovernmental Analysis Branch, DOE Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (hereinafter '"0Cff'). Each party reserves the right to designate

persons to replace mabers of its negotiating team. The parties anticipate that

only persons succeeding meibers of the negotiating teams in their current

capacities within the organizational structore of the parties - shall be named to

the respective negotiating teams, pravided that, in the event the capacity, title,

or position of any mber of either negotiating team should change, that change

does not require his or her removal from the negotiating team, and his or her

successor in capacity, title, or position does not beccae a nFber of the

negotiating team of the Tribe or DOE absent the affirmative act to that effect of

the NPI'EC or the Assistant Manager, respectively.

8. Perscns AttrrMi N&gtiatir Sessicrs. Negotiating sessions shall be

closed to the public. Only renbers of the negotiating teams may be present
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without the exress cansent in writing of each party, Sided that members of the

NPrEC, the NP-N WPA Intergaverrmpntal Coc.-intor, one morder of the Tribe's

multidisciplinary Team, the Director of the Porepard Area Office of the Bureau of

ISdian Affairs or his designate, and the Director of the Por_-.ard Area Office of

the Indian Health, Service or his designate may attand any negotiatirg session as

observers; arnd provided further that either party may request of the other in

writinq, at least seven (7) days prior to such negotiatirg session, permission to

allw (an)other person(s) to atterd a negotiatin- session as (an) cbserver(s) or

participant(s) ard such permission shall be given freely.

9. Cyrus. The presence of three (3) mHzbers of each negotiatirg team

shall cLstitute a cqorum. Ngotiating sessions may prod only when a quorum is

present.

10. Sciile. The parties agree to the desirability of cOawpleting a

ConUltaticon ard CoRperation Agreement on or before December 31, 1988. To that

end, the parties agree to coranct one negotiatirg session every six (6) weeks fag

the date of this agreezent to December 31, 1988, except that any session may be

carcelled or postproed with the mutual corsent of the parties. Negotiating

sessions shall be scheduled to last two (2) days. on the first day of a

regotiatirg session, the session shall Hcrence not prior to 1:00 p.m. local tine.

The parties agree to the following dates for the first six (6)

negotiating sessions:

August 5-6, 1987 (to be hosted by ACE)

September 9-10, 1987 (to be hosted by the Tribe)

Cctcber 21-22, 1987 (to be hosted by DOE)

Decerber 10-11, 1987 (to be hosted by the Tribe)
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Jarnuary 20, 22, 1988 (to be hosted by DOE)

Maroh 10-L1, 1988 (to be hosted by the Tribe).

12. Age-nas for Negcatiair Sessicns. The item for discussion at any

negotiating session shall be fmmanicated in writing at least two (2) weeks prior

to such session by the host party. The parties anticipate that the items for

discussion at a given session shall be mutually agred upon at the previous

session. Iters not on the agerda ray be discussed at a given session only with

the mutual consent of the parties, which cnsent may be withdrawn by either party

at any time during the session.

12. Pecordin P sas arnd Thtls. The parties anticipate that

the Tribe will be responsible for making most formal proposals for provisions to

be included in the Consultation and Cooperation Agreement. Either party, however,

is free to present formal proposals. Any proposal shall be marked clearly to

reflect the identity of the party submitting the proposal, the issue to which the

proposal is directed, and the date upon which the proposal is mailed or delivered

to the other party. Each such proposal or counterproposal shall be made a part of

the record at any negotiating session at which the issue to which the proposal is

directed is discussed. A proposal shall be deemed proper and open for discussion

only when made in writing and mailed or delivered to each memrber of the other

party's negotiating team.

mTe parties should provide proposals and counterproposals at least one

(1) week prior to the negotiating session at which such proposal or

counterproposal is to be discussed.

13. Preliminary Ratification. When the negotiating teams have reached

agreement on a provision, that provision shall be transmitted to the NPrEC and the

Director of the DOE Office of Geologic Repositories (hereinafter "OGR") for their
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review and preliminary approval. W-ile auch review ard preliminary approval shall

rnt constitute the final approval of the parties, or render the provision an

Interim Agreement under Section 15 hexrein, or otherwise bind the parties to the

provision, the parties agree that such review and preliminary approval inricates a

strong likelihood that the provision ultimately will be approved and included in

the Consultation and Cooperation Agreement between the parties. The NPIEC and the

Director of OCR shall ccmplete their review and render their written preliminary

approval or disapproval within thirty (30) days of the neotiating session at

which the nxgotiatirg teams reached agreement on the provision.

14. Deadlock: Coninication of Conoerns to Hicder levels of Athcri

A. If an item has been on the agenda and discussed at three (3)

neotiatirq sessions, and the nrgotiating tears have not reached agreement

concerning that item, either party, or both of them, may declare a deadlock on

that item and invoke the procedures described in Subsections 14.B, 14.C, 14.D, or

14.E herein. A declaration of deadlock on an item shall not prevent discussion of

other items.

B. Upon the declaration of a deadlock as to a given item, the parties

may agree to table the item. The tabling of an item shall prevent discussion of

the item during the two (2) negotiating sessions immpiately following the

declaration of deadlock.

C. If the Tribe declares a deadlock on any item, it may, within fifteen

(15) days of the declaration, submit to the Director of CM3R a written petition for

his intervention in the neotiations. Such written petition shall recite the

provision proposed by the Tribe's negotiating team, the response (including any

proper counterproposal) of the DOE negotiating team, and argument supporting the

Tribe's proposal. A copy of the petition shall be delivered to each member of
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DOE 's nSotiatirs team. The DOE neotiatin team shall respond in writing within

fifteen (15) days of receipt of the Tribe's petition, and shall deliver a copy of

its response to each mmber of the Tribe's negotiating team. The Tribe's

neotiatirg team thein may reply to said response within ten (10) days of receipt

of the response and shall deliver a copy of said reply to each maer of DOE's

negotiatirg team. The Director of OGR shall respond in writing to the Tribe's

petition within thirty (30) days of receipt of the Tribe's reply and shall explain

in detail the reasons for his decision. The decision of the Director of OzR shall

rit be birding con the Tribe, and the Tribe may accept or reject the provision

proposed by the Director.

D. If DOE declares a deadlock on any item, it may, within fifteen (15)

days of the declaration, spjnit to the NPC a written petition for its

intervention in the nrotiations. Such written petition shall recite the

provision propsed by DOE's negotiatirg team, the response (includigr any proper

onteroffer) of the Tribe's neotiating team, and argument suportirg DWE 's

proposal. A copy of the petition shall be delivered to each member of the Tribe's

negotiating team. The Tribe's negotiating team shall respond in writirg within

fifteen (15) days of receipt of DOE's petition ard shall deliver a copy of its

response to each memxber of DWE's neotiating team. DOE's negotiating team then

may reply to said response within ten (10) days of receipt of that response and

shall deliver a cogy of said reply to each mmber of the Tribe's negotiatirg team.

The NPTC shall respond in writing to DOE's rest within thirty (30) days of

receipt of DOE's reply and shall explain in detail the reasons for its decision.

The decision of the NPI'C shall not be binding on WE, and WE may accept or

reject the provision proposed by the NPFEC.
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E. Should differences continue to exist between the parties after the

.etion of the process described in SRbsegtions 14.C ard 14.D, whichever should

agply, the parties may mutually agree upon arbitration pr- i s. Within thirty

(30) days after rntification by the Director of OMR or the NPIC of his or its

decision liower Subsection 14.C or 14.D, respectively, the rnotiatirc teads shall

appoint as the hearing officer one (1) mztually ae, uon, ine ent,

recognized expert in the particular field involved. Within fifteen (15) days

after such appointrent, the parties each shall sukmit to the hearing officer a

written statprent of their respective proposeals ard the bases therefor. The

hearing officer may hear oral presentations at his discretion. Nothing herein

shall preclude the parties from askint for and receiving fram the hearing officer

a reasonable extension of the tine limit for good cuse. Te hearing officer

shall cpile arnd maintain an accurate record of all written subnissions arid a

transcript of any oral presentations made to him. The hearing officer shall

consider all written sumissions and oral presentations in the record and shall

make written raendations on the matters before -im. The hearing officer shall

transit his written rcrdations along with a copy of the recrd ard

trarnscipt to the Director of CT*M ard to the segotiat=)g teams within thirty

(30) days follawii- his receipt and consideration of all written subnissiors ard

authorized oral presentations.

Within ten (10) days follwin receipt of the hearing officer's

written redanndations, the record, and the transript, the rnotiating tears may

sumiut their own written cacsmnts ard recledations to the Director of CoM,

which cements an-d eremrerdations shall be made a part of the record. Each party

shall simlltar-ancsly tarmanit a copy of any such I~ents ard r=errdaticons to

the other party. Within twenty-five (25) days following receipt of the written
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rec= endations of the hearin officer, the record, and the transcript, the

Director of OCMZ shall issue a written decision on the matters before him, -hichh

decision shall include a description of the basis in the record for such decision.

the responsibility of issuing a decision under this subsection may not be

delegated by the Director of o0a. Copies of the decision shall be transmited

to the parties. The decision of the Director of OCFak shall constitute the final

action of DOE. Such decision shall not be birding on the Tribe, and the Tribe

shall remain free to accept or reject the decision ox the Director of OCEM.

F. Nothing herein waives, Uixxfies, abrogates, liits, or otherwise

affects the right of the Tribe to request information under Section 117 (a) (2) of

the NWPA.

15. Interim Areents. Prior to the cmipletion of rngotiations on the

contents of a Ccnsultation and Cooperation Agreement, the parties may agree to

execute and implement Interim Agreements on ite's upon which the parties have

reached a mutually satisfactory accord. Any such Interim Agreement shall be

entered into under the authority of Section 117 (c) of the NWPA and shall be

binding and enforceable in accordance therewith. Said Interim Agreenent(s) shall

be signed by the Chairman of the NPrEC and the Director of OGR for the Tribe and

DOE, respectively.

The parties agree that the provision of financial assistance grants to

the Tribe from the Nuclear Waste Fund is an item of urgent importance and should

be the subject of an Interim Agreement. The parties further agree that they shall

devote their best efforts to finalizing such an Interim Agreerrent before

November 30, 1987.

16. Ancillary Wraibd Agreements. The Consultation and Cooperation

Agreement to be negotiated by the parties is intended to endure thrcughrct the
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process of characterization and the possible licensin, construction, operation,

deccLnnissionIng, closure, ard post-closure mornitrirg of a nuclear waste facility

at the Hanford Site. Me details of the cor'sultation and cooperation process

durin any given phase of the NWPA program shall be left to ancillary agreements

between the parties. Such ancillary agreements shall be incorporated by reference

into the Consultation and Cooperation Agreerient. An ancillary agreement governing

consultation anda cooperation during the characterization phase will be executed

sitltanecusly with the Consultation and Cooperation Agreement. Nothing herein

shall prevent the parties fran executing further ancillary agreements durirg the

characterization phase.

17. Experqs of Ne2tiaticris. The costs of all activities of the parties

pertaining to this agreement shall be paid fram the Nuclear Waste Fund.

18. Definitions. As used in this agreemnt, the term:

A. "Consultation and Cooperation Aqreement" means a binding, written

agreement between the Tribe and the United States entered into pirsuant to

Section 117(c) of the NWPA;

B. "'NPIECI means the Nez Perce Tribal Executive Committee, the

governirn body of the Tribe;

C. "Nuclear waste facility" means a repository, a monitored retrievable

storage facility, a test and evaluation facility, or an interim federal storage

facility, as those terms are used and defined in the NWPA;

D. "Nuclear Waste Fund" means the Nuclear Waste Fund established in

Saction 302(c) of the NWPA;

E. "NWPA" means the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, Pub. L. 97-425,

96 Stat. L. 2201-2263, 42 U.S.C. Sections 10101-10226;
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F. "1OC- means the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management

established in Section 304 (a) of the NWPA;

G. "OGR" z eans the Office of Geologic Repositories of OCRW;

H. "Secretary" means the Secretary of Energy;

x. "Subccmittee" means the Nuclear Waste Subcamnittee of the NPIEC;

and

J. "Tribe" mans the Nez Perce Tribe, an Indian tribal gcvernt Use

ribers are eligible for the services provided to Indians by the Secretary of the

Interior because of their status as Indians.

The duly authorized representatives of the parties have set their hands and

seals hereunto, and this agreenent becomes effective on the 6th day of August,

1987.

FOR E NEZ PE TRIBE:

<g ",~~~~ Date: Co
Del T. White ' J
NPC Nuclear Waste Subca=nittee thitnan

FOR ME ULTIU SowE' DEAIEPA OF ENERZY:

Dater 6 f/

Assistant Manager for CamPercial Nuclear Waste
Richland Cperations Office
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